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OTW-iAnv
Tn 1% 9, Dade showed that the nilpotent length of a 
finite soluble group is bounded in terms of the composition 
length of a Carter subgroup. The main aim of this thesis 
is to prove a dual result to this involving nilpotent 
injectors instead of Carter subgroups: namely, we prove 
the following theorem.
THEOREM. Tet E be a nilpotent injector of the finite 
soluble group G. Suppose that E can be generated by 
m elements, and that G has nilpotent length 1. Then
1 * Em + 5.
Three other (similar) bounds are also proved.. All 
four results a^e consequences of two theorems concerning 
the representation theory of a soluble group over a 
finite field.
iii
CONVENTIONS
All groups are finite unless otherwise stated. All 
modules are finite dimensional.
In the large amount of arithmetic in this work, the 
period (.) will be used to denote multiplication (not a 
decimal point).
See the note after Hypotheses (IT.2.7) for a 
convention concerning central products (which we denote 
by Y).
NOTATION
Yet H and 0 be groups. Tet IF be a field and IN a 
field extension of IN. Let V be an ilFG-module. Let p be 
a prime, let m and n be integers, and let x be a real numbe
II i G 
H s G 
H < G 
H •*. G 
H <• G
The meaning of 
Il char- G
H is a subgroup of G.
II is a normal subgroup of G.
H is a proper subgroup of G.
H is a minimal subgroup of G.
H is a maximal subgroup of G.
<■, etc., should be obvious.
II is a characteristic subgroup of G.
7.(G) the
G' the
G(n) the
centre of G. 
derived grouj) of G. 
n *^1 derived group of G.
0(G) 
F (G )
the Frattini subgroup of G (page 7). 
the Fitting subgroup of G (page ?).
Op (G) the largest normal p-subgroup of G (page 7).
O p , ( G)
FjCG)
the largest normal p'-subgroup of G (page 7)
4- Vithe i term in the uppe^ nilpotent series 
of. G (page 8).
T ¿(G) the ith term in the lower nilpotent series 
of G.
Kt (G) the ith term in the lower central series 
of G.
Aut(G) the automorphism group of G.
Sylp(G) 
Cr (H)V.J
the set of Sylow p-subgroups of G. 
(where II i G or G acts on H) the 
centraliser of K in G.
V " > (where Hi G) the normaliser of H in G.
CoreKH)V.T The core of II in G (page 85).
KG) the nilpotent length of G (page 7 ) .
d (G) the derived, length of G (page 8).
Ri ( G ) the minimal number of generators of G.
r(G) the rank of G (page 8).
rr(N/M) (where Mf N and R,Mi G) the G-rank of 
N/M (page 8).
1KG)1.) the p-length of G.
K G ) the composition length of G.
< x > (where X£G) the subgroup generated by X.
GA. H the regular wreath product cf G and H. 
(See [17, T.15.6J.)
GY H the central product of G and H. (See 
page 45 and note on page 46.)
]F+ the additive group of E.
E* the multiplicative group of E.
IE: El the degree of E  over E.
Gal( E: E) the Galois group of E over E.
GL(n, E) the general linear group of dimension 
n over E.
Sp(2n, E) the symplectic linear group of 
dimension 2n over E (see page 47).
VH (where Hi G) V considered as an 
EH-module.
u|G (where Hi G and U is an EH-module) 
the EG-nodule induced from U.
e r*(0 on V) the kernel of the action of G on V.
direct sum (of EG-modules).
» tensor product (of EG-modules).
Horn FG(V,'•'/) (where V and W are EG-modules) the 
set of linear maps 0 from V into W 
such that vGg = vg© for all v*V, gtG.
dim F (V) the dimension of V as a vector space 
over E. (We will write dim(V) if the 
field is clear.)
codim jj.Cw ) (where W is a submodule of V) 
dim (VA) = dim ^ (V) - dim^O"/).
V W (where V and W are EG-modules) V and 
W are isomorphic as EG-modules.
N the class of all nilpotent groups.
F q
I?
the (finite) field of order q. 
the real numbers.
z; the integers.
vi
the cyclic ^roup of order n.
rnl n
m^n
P^ lln
LxJ
fxl
low^r
lom
m divides n. 
m does not divide n. 
i is the largest natural number such 
that p'|n.
the largest integer not greater than x. 
the smallest integer not less than x. 
logarithm to base n. 
natural logarithm.
vi 1
he cyclic croup of order n7n
m| n 
myj’n
I x J
rxi
Ion*°1
lor
m divides n. 
m does not divide n. 
i is the largest natural number such 
that p | n.
the largest integer not greater than x 
the smallest integer not less than x. 
logarithm to base n. 
natural logarithm.
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TETHODUCTION
The main aim of this thesis is to prove the 
following theorem.
THEOREM. Let E be a nilpotent injector of the finite 
soluble group G. Suppose that E can be generated by 
elements, and that G has nilpotent length 1. Then
1 < ?m + J.
(This appears ns part (ii) of Theorem C on page 23.)
'.'e recall that the nilpotent length of a finite
soluble group G can be defined as the shortest length
i of a normal series 1 = 4 4 ... SN- = G of G
such that each factor group TT./N. is nilpotent
1 <")— '
(1 4 j ii). (See also page 7«) A nil^otent injector 
soluble group G is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of G 
containing the Fitting subgroup of G. The nilpotent 
injectors form a single conjugacv class in C-, and may 
be viewed as the duals of the Carter subgroups. (See 
Section (T.4-).) Tike Garter subgroups, they may be 
seen as a measure of the nilpotence of a group.
In C5J, bade proved the following theorem.
THEOREM. Let G be a finite soluble g^ -oup, and let n 
be the composition length of a Ca:rtcT‘ subgroup of G. 
Suppose that the nilpotent length of G is 1. Then 
1 i /I0(2n - 1) - 4n.
of a
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As we have described above, nilpotent injectors and 
Carter subgroups are duals of one another. The main 
motivation behind this work was to prove a dual to 
Dade's theorem with nilpotent injectors in place of 
Carter subgroups. It is in fact quite easy to show 
that the nilpotent length of a finite soluble group 
is bounded in terms of the composition length of a 
nilpotent injector. We prove this as (J.f3.G(iii)).
Our main theorem, staled at the beginning of this 
introduction,provides a superior dual to this, since 
the minimal number of generators of a group is normally 
much .less than its composition length.
In fact we prove three other (similar) bounds to 
our main theorem, concerning the structure of nilpotent 
injectors, Sylow subgroups, and the nilpotent and 
derived length of' G. (See Theorem C, page 2J.) The 
four parts of nheorem C all follow from a ’modular' 
representation theorem, Theo em 3, which in turn is 
based on a 'classical' representation theorem, 
theorem A.
The contents of this thesis are organised as 
follows.
In Section 5 of Chapter I, we state the three main 
theorems and, assuming the representsl;:Lon theorems 
A and B, we deduce the group-theoretic consequences, 
Theorem C. The first four sections of Chapter J 
introduce the basic concepts and results concerning
finite soluble groups that we need in Section 5 (and 
elsewhere).
Chapter IT contains standard results on 
representation theory (such as Clifford's theorem) and 
Croup theory (especially Hall's theorem on p-groups 
with all characteristic abelian subcroups cyclic).
Then in (II.4) we give an account of the method of 
proof of Theorems A and B.
The real work is done in Chapters III and TV.
■Theorems B follows quite quickly from Theorem A, so it
is the proof of theorem A that takes up most of these
two chapters. Nov; Theorem A concerns a soluble group
HP actinc faithfully and irreducibly on a module V
over a finite field, where K is a normal Hall p'-
subgroup of T'P, and P is a Sylow p-subgroup of HP.
In this situation we want to show that the number 
2|V|/|P| increases with the derived length of K.
In Section 1 of Chapter III, we prove some 
arithmetical bounds which lead, essentially, to bounds 
for )PI in terms of IVI in the above situation in the 
case K = 1. These v/ill be used at various points in 
the proof of Theorem A, and elsewhere. In (III.2) 
we prove the main lemma for the 'homogeneous' case of 
Theorem A. Lemma (III.2.5) gives us a chief factor of 
K to which we con apply induction in this case. In 
(TIT.3) we prove estimates for IT’I in terms of [ V| 
under various hypotheses on P, K, and V. The most 
important of these is a 'derived length one version'
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of Theorem A, namely (ITT.5.6). The final section of 
Chapter ITJ consists of results used in proving Theorem
B.
Chapter TV consists of the proofs of Theorems A and 
B, and three examples relating to Theorem A.
A more detailed introduction to the motivation and 
methods of this work can be obtained from (T.5) (omitting 
proofs) and (IT.A).
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finite soluble groups that we need in Section 5 (and 
elsewhere).
Chapter IT contains standard results on 
representation theory (such as Clifford's theorem) and 
¡proup theory (especially Hall's theorem on p-groups 
with all characteristic abelian subgroups cyclic).
Then in (II.4) we give an account of the method of 
proof of Theorems A and B.
The real work is done in Chapters III and IV.
Theorems B follows quite quickly from Theorem A, so it
is the proof of Theorem A that takes up most of these
two chapters. Nov; mheorern A concerns a soluble group
HP acting faithfully and irreducibly on a module V
over a finite field, where K is a normal Hall p'-
subgroup of HP, and P is a Bylow p-subgroup of HP.
In this situation we want to show that the number 
2IV|/ 1PI increases with the derived length of K.
In Section 1 of Chapter III, we prove some 
arithmetical bounds which lead, essentially, to bounds 
for )P| in terms of |V| in the above situation in the 
case K = 1. These will be used at various points in 
the proof of Theorem A, and elsewhere. In (III.2) 
we prove the main lemma for the 'homogeneous' case of 
Theorem A. Lemma (III.2.5) gives us a chief factor of 
K to which we con apply induction in this case. In 
(TIT.3) we prove estimates for |T’| in terms of (V| 
under various hypotheses on P, K, and V. The most 
important of these is a 'derived length one version'
A-
of Theorem A, namely (ITT.3.6). The final section of 
Chapter ITJ consists of results used in proving Theorem 
B.
Chapter IV consists of the proofs of Theorems A and 
B, and three examples relating to Theorem A.
A more detailed introduction to the motivation and 
methods of this work can be obtained f^rorn (1 .5) (omitting 
proofs) and (11.4).
C H A P T E R I
E-TR MAIN theorems
This chapter has two airs. Firstly, Sections h-4 
constitute an introduction to some basic concepts and 
results concerning .finite soluble groups that we shall 
need. Secondly, in Section 5» we assume the 
representation theorems whose proofs constitute the 
bulk of this work, and deduce consequences about the 
structure of finite soluble groups.
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1.1 DEFINITION!"
A complete list of notation can be found on page iv.
Here, we define and discuss some less well-known items.
let G be a group.
0(G) will denote the Frattini subgroup of G. If G i 1, 
it is defined to be the intersection of all maximal subgroups 
of G. By convention, we put 0(1) =1. Since any automorphism 
of G takes maximal subgroups to maximal subgroups, it follows 
that 0(G) is a characteristic subgroup of G.
F(G) will denote the Fitting subgroup of G.
Let N and M be normal subgroups of G which are both 
nilpotent. It is trivial that MM is also normal in G, and it 
is well-known [17, II.A.1] that NM is again nilpotent. Y/e 
define F(G) to be the product of all normal nilpotent subgroups 
of G. By the above, F(G) is again normal and nilpotent. Thus 
F(G) is the largest normal nilpotent subgroup of G.
Op(G) and 0^,(G) (where p is a prime). In a similar
manner to F(G), we define 0(G) to be the largest normal
p-group of G, and- 0 ,(G) to be the largest normal p'-subgroup
of G. (A p'-group is a group whose order is coprime to p.)
We also define 0 , (G) byp ,p
°p ',p <(!)/0p ’<g) ' °p<G/V (G))-
1(G). If G is soluble we will denote the nilpotent 
length of G by 1(G). We give two definitions. It is easy 
to check that they are equivalent, and we shall use them 
interchangeably.
Firstly, 1(G) is the shortest length i of a series 
1 = N0 6 N, , *  . . .  4 Ni = G
of normal subgroups Nn, N. such that N./N./. is nilpotent
(1 i j i i).
For the second definition we first note that when G is 
soluble and G * 1, we have F(G) * 1. This is because any minimal 
normal subgroup of G is abelian, and so contained in F(G).
This means that if we put Fq (G) = 1 and define F^(G) for i >, d
by
Fi(G)/Fi_/,(G) = F(G/Fi_/) (G) ) ,
we will obtain an ascending series, the upper nilpotent series 
of G,
1 = Fq (G) 4 F/j(G) i ...»
and since Fi(G) >Fi_1 (G) unless F^(G) = G, we must have 
F^(G) = G for some i. Then 1(G) is the least such i.
Because of this second definition 1(G) is sometimes 
known as the Fitting height of G.
m(G) will denote the minimal number of generators of G.
d(G). If G is soluble, we will denote the derived length 
of G by d(G). If we put G = GQ, and define G^  for i »1 by
ai ■
then d(G) is the least i such that G^ = 1.
r(G) and r>(N/M). If G is soluble wo denote the rank 
of G by r(G). If N and M are normal subgroups of G with N >, M, 
then r^(N/H) denotes the G-rank of N/H.
Suppose that G is soluble and that N and M are normal 
subgroups of G with N>M. Then we can choose a chief series 
passing through N and M, so that we have
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Firstly, 1(G) is the shortest length i of a series 
1 = Nq i .. . 4 Ni = G
of normal subgroups Nn, . N. such that N./N. * is nilpotent 
(1 s j 4 i).
For the second definition v/e first note that v/hen G is 
soluble and G * 1, v/e have F(G) *1. This is because any minimal 
normal subgroup of G is abelian, and so contained in F(G).
This means that if v/e put Fq (G) = 1 and define F^(G) for i f ' }
by
F i (G )/F i ^ ( G ) = F(G/Fi_/|(G) ) ,
v/e will obtain an ascending series, the upper '  nil notent series 
of G,
1 = Fq(G)i F1 (G) i
and since F.(G) >Fi_1 (G) unless F^G) = G, we must have 
F.(G) = G for some i. Then 1(G) is the least such i.
Because of this second definition 1(G) is sometimes 
known as the Fitting height of G.
m(G) will denote the minimal number of generators of G.
d(G). If G is soluble, v/e will denote the derived ler.rth 
of G by d(G). If we put G = GQ, and define G,: for i »1 by
°i ■ « W ,
then d(G) is the least i such that G. = 1.
r(G) and r>(N/M). If G is soluble we denote the rank 
of G by r(G). If N and M are normal subgroups of G with N >/M, 
then rn(N/M) denotes the G-rnnk of 1.7''.VJ
Suppose that G is soluble and that N and M are normal 
subgroups of G with N > M. Then we can choose a chief series 
passing through N and M, so that we have
M = Gq £ G^ •£ ...< Gn = N,
where each G^/G^^ (1V< i<n) is a chief factor of G. Since G 
is soluble, each G^/G^  ^is an elementary abelian p^-group 
for some prime p^. If G./G^^ has order p^ri (for suitable 
integers r^), then
r«(N/M) = max r..
G 1 <iin 1
It follows from the Jordan-Holder theorem that the definition 
is independent of the choice of the chief series.
Finally, we set
r(G) = rG(G/1).
lp(G) will denote the p-length of G (where p is a prime). 
It can be defined as the smallest integer n such that there 
exists a series
1 M < M t VllQi HQ > l‘/| i K_ n G
of normal subgroups of G where is a p'-group (Oiiin),
and N^/H.  ^ is a p-group (1 s ii n).
G’^oup action. Tet A be a group. We will say that A 
acts on G if there is given a homomorphism from A into 
the automorphism group of G. If this is the case we can 
form the semi-direct product of G and A which vie will 
denote by GA, where the action of A on G is written as 
conjugation. Thus G is a normal subgroup of GA, and 
G n A = 1.
We define
[ G, A J =<fg_/lga; g*G, a ¿A t > .
Similarly, if V is a vector space on which A acts, we write
C.V,AJ = < ( v - va; v*V, a<A?>.
(This definition coincides with the definition of CG,AJ
9
if V is regarded as an abelian group and written 
multiplicatively.)
If B acts on CG,A1, it will be convenient to write 
C LG,A] ,BD = [G,A,BJ.
Finally, a subgroup H of 5 is called A-invariant 
if hacil whenever hsH and a<=A. Note that if N is a normal 
A-invariant subgroup of G, then A acts naturally on both 
G/N and N.
dO
1.2. i^'F ?:'ArTirpTNI AND FITTING SUP-GROUPS
Nearly all the material in this section comes from 
012» 111.5 &  lll.hj. Some of the results (and proofs) hold 
without restriction to soluble groups, but for simplicity's 
sake we will assume throughout this section that all groups 
are soluble. In general, we will refer to Huppert's book 
for proofs, but some proofs or sketch proofs are included 
here where this seems illuminating.
We concentrate on 0(G) first.
(I.2.G) let G be a group.
(i) 0(G) consists of those elements of G which are redundant 
in any generating set for G. Precisely
0(G) = { geG; G = < X,g > =* G = <X)> for all X* G $.
(ii) If N & 0(G) and N y G, then m(G) = m(G/N).
rroof (i) [1 7,III.3.2(a)] .
(ii) Immediate from (i).
The next result is probably the most fundamental fact 
about 0(G).
(1.2.2) 0(G) is nilpotent.
Proof We aim to show that all Sylow subgroups of 0(G) are 
normal in 0(G), which will prove that 0(G) is nilpotent.
Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of 0(G) for some prime p. 
Let gc-G. Then, since 0(G) is normal in G, we have 0(G). 
So, by Sylow's theorem, P^ = Px for some x&0(G). Then
’,I)X = P, so gx-/1<£NG(P). Thus g = (gx_/,)xaNG(P)0(G).
Therefore we have G = NQ(P)0(G) and, using (I.2.1(i)), we have 
G = Nq (P). So P is normal in G, and therefore in 0(G), as 
required.
(1.2.3) If N* G, then 0(N)s 0(G). 
Proof [-17, 111.3.3(b)].
( 1.2.4) If A « G is abelian and A D 0(G) = 1, then A 
possesses a complement in G, i.e., there exists H 4 G such that 
G = HA and rlfl A = 1.
Proof [17, III.4.4].
Our last result on 0(G) concerns the case when G is a 
p-group.
(1.2.3) Pet G be a e-group. Then G/0(G) is elementary 
abelian, and 0(G) is the smallest normal subgroup of G with 
elementary abelian factor group.
Proof [1?, 111.3.14(a)].
We turn our attention to F(G). Firstly, we give two 
useful descriptions of this group.
-1?
(1.2.6) (i) F(G) is the direct product of all the r^oups 
O^CG) such that p divides |G| .
(ii) T et 1 = Gq i G^i ... $Gn = G be a chief series for G.
Then
F(G) = n Cr(G./G. .).
M U n  G 1 1-1
Proof (i) Let p and q be distinct primes dividing |Gi.
Since Op(G) and G (G) are both normal, we have 
C°p(G),Oq(G)] 6 Cp(G)DOq(G) = 1.
Thus the product of the 0(G) is direct and contained in F(G). 
Gn the other hand, if P is a Sylow p-subgroup of F(G) for some 
prime p, then P is normal, and hence characteristic in F(G), 
and so normal in G. Thus PiCp(G), and (i) is proved.
(ii) [12, 111,4.3].
A vital property of F(G) which we will use repeatedly 
is the following.
(1.2.7) Cg (F(G))£F(G).
Note that this result is not necessarily true for non-soluble 
G.
Proof Let C = C„(F(G)) and assume that F(G)C>F(G).1. ...
Let A/F(G) be a chief factor of G with F(G)C ><■ A > F(G). 
Since G is soluble, A/F(G) is abelian, and so A'i F(G). We 
denote the ith term in the upper central series of a group X 
by K-(X). Since F(G) is nilpotent, so is A/AaC = F(G)/F(G)a AaC 
and thus K (A/AnC) = 1 for some n.
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(1.2.6) (i) F(G) is the direct product of all the ■oups
0 (G) such that p divides |G| .
(ii) Let 1 = Gq < G^i ... $Gn = G be a chief series for G.
Then
F(G) = n Cr(G./G. .).' l i i i n  G 1 1-1
Proof (i) Let p and q be distinct primes dividing |Gt.
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COp(G),Oq(G)] 6 Op(G)DOq(G) = 1.
Thus the product of the 0(G) is direct and contained in F(G). 
On the other hand, if P is a Sylow p-subgroup of F(G) for some 
prime p, then P is normal, and hence characteristic in F(G), 
and so normal in G. Thus P £ O p(G), and (i) is proved.
(ii) C1 2* i n  ,^.5].
A vital property of F(G) which we will use repeatedly 
is the following.
(1.2.7) CG(F(G))SF(G).
Note that this result is not necessarily true for non-soluble 
G.
Proof Let C = C„(F(G)) and assume that F(G)C>F(G).
Let A/F(G) be a chief factor of G with F(G)C* A > F(G). 
Since G is soluble, A/F(G) is abelian, and so A'i F(G). We 
denote the i ^  term in the upper central series of a group X 
by K^(X). Since F(G) is nilpotent, so is A/AnC = F(G)/F(G)a AnC 
and thus K (A/AnC) = 1 for some n.
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(1.2.6) (i) F ( G) is the direct product of all the 'PUPS
On(G) such that p divides |G| .
(ii) Let 1 = Gq < G/j.S ... SGr = G be a chief series for G.
Then
F(G) = n Cp(G./G. .).
"Uisn G 1 1-1
Proof (i) Let p and q be distinct primes dividing |G|.
Since 0 (G) and G (G) are both normal, v/e have p q ’
CO ( G), 0 (G )] 6 0 (G) fl 0(G) = 1.
P 4 P 4
Thus the product of the 0(G) is direct and contained in F(G). 
Cn the other hand, if P is a Sylow p-subgroup of F(G) for some 
prime p, then P is normal, and hence characteristic in F(G), 
and so normal in G. Thus P j?C (G), and (i) is proved.
(ii) Cl2, 111,4.3].
A vital property of F(G) which v/e will use repeatedly 
is the following.
(1.2.7) Cq (F(G))$F(G).
Note that this result is not necessarily true for non-soluble 
G.
Proof Let C = C„(F(G)) and assume that F(G)C>F(G)..—’ V.J
Let A/F(G) be a chief factor of G with F(G)C * A > F(G). 
Since G is soluble, A/F(G) is abelian, and so A'iP(G). We 
denote the ith term in the upper central series of a group X 
by K^(X). Since F(G) is nilpotent, so is A/AaC = F(G)/F(G)a AnC 
and thus Kn(A/AnC) = 1 for some n.
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Now
Kn+1(A)i c n A'< eflFCC) = Cf(g)(F(G)) = Z(F(G))iZ(A), 
the last inequality holding because AS CF(G). Thus ^n+2 A^) = 1, 
showing that A is nilpotent. But A is also normal in G, 
giving us the contradiction AiF(G). Therefore (1.2.7) holds.
In the final result of this section we consider the 
relationship between F(G) and 0(G).
( 1 .2 .8 )  Let F « F ( G )  a n d ' 0 - 0(G).
(i) 0 S F.
(ii) F(G/0) = F/0.
(iii) F/0 is the direct product of the elementary abelian 
p-grouns O_(G)0/0. Each O_(G)0/0 is completely reducible*-W--—-  p ---  p - ---------- *---------------
when regarded as a C— module over the field of p elements.
(iv) Cg (F/0) = F.
Note: It is explained in (1.5.5) how Op(G)0/0 (for example) 
may be regarded as a G-module, if this is not already familiar.
Proof (i) This is immediate from (1.2.2).
(ii) [12, III.4.2(c)].
(iii) The first statement follows from (I.2.5), (T.2.5), and 
(I.2.6(i)); and the second from Cl2, 111.4.4],
(iv) By (iii), the group F/0 is abelian, and so F4CG(F/0).
Now let xsCg (F/0). Then x0feCQ^(F/0). But F/0 = F(G/0)
by (ii), so
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cg/0(F/0) = Cg/0(F(G/0)) * F(G/0) = F/0 , 
using (1.2.7) applied to G/0. Thus X0&F/0, and so xtF, as 
required.
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NTT POTENT LENGTH AND DERIVED LENGTHlili
Let G be a soluble group. Here we list the basic 
properties of the nilpotent length 1(G) and the derived length 
d(G) of G.
(1.5• "1) Supnose that Hi G and N n G.
(i) 1(G/N) * 1(G) and d(G/N)* d(G).
(ii) 1(H) < 1(G) and. d(H) id(G).
(iii) 1(G)4 1(G/N) + 1(N) and d(G)i d(G/N) + d(N).
p^oof All these results are straightforv/ard and easy from the 
definitions.
Note: We will use (I.3.d) without reference.
(1.3.2) (i) Let G1, ..., G^ be soluble rroups. Then
KG. x ... » G„) = max 1(G- ) and d(G. * ... * G ) = max d(G.). 
n d 4itn  1<i* n
(ii) Let N., ..., N be norma], sub--^ouns of a soluble eroup
G. Then
1(G/N. D ... HN ) = max 1(G/N.) and 
liiin
d(G/N. H ... O N )  = max d(G/N,). 
n n d4i<n
Proof (i) Straightforward.
(ii) Define a map G:G/N^ fl... fiNn —* G/N^ X ... x G/Nn b.y 
(N^  n... DNn)gH-* (N^B, Nng) (gfeG). It is easy to check
that G is a well-defined,injective homomorphism. Now

1.4. TN,TEOTOr''G AND PROJECTORS
The study of injectors and projectors is of fundamental 
importance in the theory of finite soluble groups. We refer 
the reader to ElQ] for a general account. We will content 
ourselves here with a very brief summary of the concepts 
and basic results together with some characterisations of 
nilpotent injectors which will need later.
(I.4.1) DEFINITIONS, (i) A class of groups is a collection 
X of groups with the following property: if G is any group 
in X, then X contains all groups isomorphic to G.
Note: We will always distinguish classes of groups from 
other objects by double underlining.
(ii) Let G be a group and let I be a class. We say that a 
subgroup H of G is X-maximal in G if HfcX and if whenever v/e 
have H< K iG, then K is not in X.
(iii) Let G be a group and let Hi G. Suppose that X is a 
class. Then H is an X-nrojector of G if HN/N is X-maximal 
in G/N for all N 0 G.
We denote the class of all nilpotent groups by N. Now 
N-projectors are also known as Carter subrrcnms, and we will 
use this latter term here.
(iv) Let G be a group, let X be a class and suppose that 
II4- G. Then H is an X-injector of G if HnK is X-maximal in
K for all subnormal subgroups K of G. (A subgroup N of a group 
G is subnormal if there exists a chain of subgroups
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N = Mq ( i ... t Mn = G such that Mi _1 «! for 1i iin.)
(1.4.2) EXAMPLE. Let G be the symmetric group on A symbols.
We aim to show that G possesses N-injectors, and that they are 
in fact the three Sylow 2-subg.roups of G.
Firstly, there is no nilpotent subgroup of G whose order 
is divisible by both 2 and 3 » for such a group would contain 
an element of order G, and G does not contain such an element. 
Next, we note that if H is a nilpotent injector of G, then 
putting K = G in the definition tells us that H is N-maximal 
in G. Since we also know that H is either a 2-group or a 
3-group, H is either a Sylow 2-subgroup or a Sylow 3-subgroup. 
We need to eliminate the possibility that H is a Sylow 
3-subgroup, so suppose for a contradiction that it is. Let 
K = <(12)(34), (13)(24)>, a normal subgroup of G of order 4. 
Then HnX = 1 is not N-maximal in K.
Thus we have shown that the only possibility for H is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup. It remains to check that a Sylow 2-subgroup 
is in fact a nilpotent injector. Since the only subnormal 
subgroups of G are subgroups of K, the alternating group on 
4 symbols of order 12, and G itself, this is easily verified.
It can also be shown that the Sylow 2-groups of G are 
also the Carter subgroups of G. Of course, N-injectors and 
Carter subgroups do not normally coincide.
We note then, that for the particular case v/here G is the 
symmetric group on 4 symbols, and X is the class of nilpotent 
groups, G possesses a unique conjugacy class of X-injectors 
and of X-prolectors. We now wish to make vastly more general
statements along these lines. We need firstly some definitions 
of particular sorts of classes.
(1.4.3) DEFINITIONS, (i) A class X of groups is called a 
saturated formation if
(a) X is nonempty;
(b) If GfcX and N*G, then G/N&X;
(c) If G is a group with normal subgroups N^, ..., N such
that G/N • £ X for 1 i ii n, and Pi N. = 1 , then G*X;
1ii«n 1
(d) If G is a group with a normal subgroup N such that N 4 0(G) 
and G/NfeX, then G<--X.
(ii) A class of groups X is called a Fitting class if
(a) X is nonempty;
(b) If GfcX and NsG, then N«X;
(c) If G = N^N2 where N^ and NT2 are normal subgroups of G, 
and are both members of X, then GeX.
(1.4.4) REMARK. The class N is both a saturated formation 
and a Fitting class. That N is a saturated formation follows 
from (1.3.1), (I.3.2(ii)), and (1.3.5); that N is a Fitting 
class follows from (1 .3.1 ) and Ql_7, III«^«l1 .
We now come to the two basic and important results 
concerning injectors and projectors in finite soluble groups.
(I.4.5) Let G be a soluble group and let X be a class of 
groups.
(i) If X is a saturated formation, then G possesses a unique
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con,lunacy class of X-n^p,lectors.
(ii) Tf X is a Pitting class, then G possesses a unique 
con,lunacy class of X-in,lectors.
PTOof T9, Satz 2.'ll, and £7, Satz 'll.
Note (I.4.5(i)) holds for more general classes than saturated 
formations: namely, it holds for Gchunck classes. This is 
proved in [¿2l-
By (1.4-,4) and (1.4.5), therefore, every soluble group 
G possesses a unique conjugacy class of Carter subgroups 
and a unique conjugacy class of nilpotent injectors. It is 
natural to ask how the structure of G is related to the 
structure of its nilpotent injectors and Carter subgroups.
It is the main aim of this work to prove results of this type 
for nilpotent injectors.
We state one more general theorem before concentrating 
our attention on nilpotent injectors.
(I.4.G) Bet G be a soluble groun and let X be a class of 
groups. Tf I is a saturated formation (respectively Fitting 
class), and L is an X-pro,lector (resnectively X-in,lector) of 
G, and L $ IT* G, then L is an X-projector (respectively 
X-lnjector) of H.
Proof Q9, Hilfsatz 2.11, and £7, Satz 2l.
The next result gives two characterisations of nilpotent
injectors.
(1.4.7) Tet G be a soluble group and let E be a subgroup 
of G.
(i) The following are equivalent.
(a) E is a nilpotent injector of G .
(b) F(G)4 E, and E is N-maximal in G.
(c) For each prime p, the Sylow p-subproup of E is 
is also a Sylov; n-subgroup of C^(F(G)^,) (where F(G)p, 
is the Hall p1-subp:roup of F(G) ).
(ii) Further, if for each prime p we choose any Sylow
p-subprionp of CG(F(G)n ,), then j = "1 whenever
p # q, and the (di rect) product of the M is a nilpotent 
injector of G.
T~~oof The statement of this result appeals as [17, VI.7.18 3 
A proof can be found in [19].
Finally in this section, we have an easy result 
based on the so-called Frattini argument.
(1.4.8) Tet E be a nilootent injector of G and suppose 
that E4R4G. ^hen G = N„(E)N.'--- ---- (j
Proof Tet gtG. Then E and E- are both contained in 
N, and by (I.4.G) are nilpotent injectors of N. Thus, 
by (1.4.5) they are conjugate in N, so that
y rrE = E°
for some xtN. But now gx <s.Np(E), and so geNG(E)N, and 
we are done.
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T. 5. THE MATH THEOREMS
We now state the three main theorems of this thesis.
THEOREM A. Let p and q be distinct primes. Let K be a 
soluble p'-nronp, and let P be a p-i-roup acting on K.
Iet V be an irreducible g KP-module faithful for KP.
Put d = d(K). Then
|V|/|P|2>/ /4.3d-i| if d >4 
\ 3 if d = 3.
THEOREM B. Let p be a prime. Let V. be a soluble p'-^roup 
and let P be a p-^roun acting on K. Let V be a nonzero 
g KF-modul e faithful for T/. T et 1 = 1(K) and d = d(T0 «
Then
(i) codim[V,P3 >/ Ll1 and
(ii) codim[V,P] >/ } Jd.
THEOREM C. Let G be a soluble p;roup. Let E be a nilpotent 
in,lector of G. We put
m = m(E) and = max{m(P); P«Syl (G) for some prime p$, 
d = d(E) and d^ = max{d(P); PtSyl^CG) for some prime p?.
Then
(i) 1(G)i 4m^ ;
(ii) 1(G) $ 5m + 3;
(iii) d(G)$ 4m1 + d^2;
(iv) d(G)< 5m + 2 + d + d2.
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Theorem C is a fairly easy consequence of Theorem B; 
we will deduce C from B in this section. Likewise, B 
follows quite quickly from A. It is the proof of A that 
occupies the bulk of this work. V/e will leave further 
discussion of A and B until the end of Chapter two when 
we will have covered some necessary representation theory. 
Before proving that B implies C, we discuss the motivation 
for C.
Firstly, as promised in the last section, these 
results provide a link between the structure of a soluble 
group and the structure of its nilpotent injectors.
Further motivation comes from papers of Dade and Hawkes.
In L^], Dade proves the following theorem:
Theorem. let G be a soluble group and let n be the 
composition length of a Carter subgroup. Then 
1(G) « 10(2n - 1) - '+n.
Since nilpotent injectors are natural duals to 
Carter subgroups, the question arises as to whether a 
similar result holds with Carter subgroups replaced by 
nilpotent injectors. In fact the 'strict1 dual of this 
theorem is very easy. In (I.5.6(iii)) we will show that if 
n is the composition length of a nilpotent injector E of G, 
then
1(G) S 4 + 21og5(n/2).
This result is proved without use of Theorem B.
Now m(E)4 n trivially, and in general m(E) may be 
much less than n. Thus a bound for 1(G) in terms of m(E) 
is a more satisfactory dual to Dade's theorem. This is 
what Theorem C(ii) achieves.
Secondly, in [IB], Hawkes shows that, in the notation
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of Theorem C,
1(G) 4 2m^  + km^ + 1.
Ilawkes' bound is based on a similar representation 
theorem to Theorem B (Theorem A(ii) of [1¿]), but one which only 
holds v/hen f K| is odd and p is at least 5. Because of this, 
a quadratic rather than a linear bound is obtained. So a 
second motivation was to improve Ilawkes' bound to a linear 
one, as in C(i).
Although fchc intention of this work was to find bounds 
for 1(G), it was realised that with some modification, the 
representation theorems A and B would hold with 1(G) 
replaced by d(G). Parts (iii) and (iv) of Theorem C are 
group-theoretic consequences.
(I.5.G) EXAIIPLE. Let p be a prime. We aim to show
that there are 2-generator finite p-groups of arbitary
derived length. We remove our overall hypothesis that all
groups are finite in this example.
Let F be a 2-generator free group, generated by a
and b, say. Let n be any natural number. We first show
that the ntn derived group of F is nontrivial. In
fact, we prove by induction on n the following statement.
(*) Let i and ¿j be nonzero integers. Then there exists
\ (n)a nonempty word (and hence a nontrivial element) in Fv 
of reduced form a1...b".
Clearly La1/d“1-1 ] satisfies (*) for n = 1, so assume that
n >1 and that the result is true for smaller values of n.
Then since i, 2i, j, and 2j are nonzero integers, there
exist nonempty words in F^n-^  of reduced form x = a^...b^ and
y = a^L...b''. It is easily checked that [x,y-/l] is the
/ \
required element of F^ , and so (*) is established.2?
of Theorem C,
1(G) 4 2m^  + Am^ + 1.
Hawkes' bound is based on a similar representation 
theorem to Theorem B (Theorem A(ii) of but one which only
holds when f Ki is odd and p is at least 5. Because of this, 
a quadratic rather than a linear bound is obtained. So a 
second motivation was to improve Ilawkes' bound to a linear 
one, as in C(i).
Although the intention of this work was to find bounds 
for 1(G), it was realised that with some modification, the 
representation theorems A and B would hold with 1(G) 
replaced by d(G). Parts (iii) and (iv) of Theorem C are 
group-theoretic consequences.
(I.5*1) EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime. We aim to show
that there are 2-generator finite p-groups of arbitary
derived length. We remove our overall hypothesis that all
groups are finite in this example.
Let F be a 2-generator free group, generated by a
and b, say. Let n be any natural number. We first show
that the nth derived group F ^  of F is nontrivial. In
fact, v/e prove by induction on n the following statement.
(*) Let i and j be nonzero integers. Then there exists/  \
a nonempty word (and hence a nontrivial element) in F^  ' 
of reduced form an'...b^ .
Clearly La1,b“  ^] satisfies (*) for n = 1, so assume that 
n >1 and that the result is true for smaller values of n.
Then since i, 2i, j, and 2jj are nonzero integers, there 
exist nonempty words in F^n-/^  of reduced form x = a\..b^ and 
y = a^ 'L...b'L It is easily checked that Lx,y-/l] is the 
required element of F^  , and so (*) is established.
Nov/ assume for a contradiction that all 2-generator
p-groups have derived length at most d (say). It is well
known [20, J that a free group is residually a finite
p-group. This means, in particular, that there exist
normal subgroups IN (i«-1) of F such that each F/1N is a
finite p-group, and D N. = h. By our assumption, therefore,
it I 1
we have d(F/N-)i d. It now follows (using an analogous 
result to (I.5.2(ii)) ) that d(F)£ d, whence F^^ =1, 
contradicting (*).
Thus there a^e finite 2-generator p-groups of 
arbitary derived length.
We see therefore, by (I.S.1), that there is no hope 
of bounding d(G) in terms of m or m^  alone if m and m^  
are at least tv/o. (If either m = h or m  ^ = 1, then the 
Fitting group is cyclic and G is metabelian.) The 
appearance of the quadratic terms in (iii) and (iv) seems 
suspicious, however. It would be nice to have a linear 
bound here.
A question that may have arisen in the reader's 
mind is: why choose m(E) rather than some other invariant 
of E? We offer the following example by way of an answer.
(1.9.2) EXAMPLE, 
be distinct primes. 
G^ inductively by
Let s be an integer and let p^, ..., pg 
Let G^ = Zp and for 2 / is s define
Put G = G . It is clear from the definition of G. that s i
it has a normal subgroup of index p^ which is isomorphic
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It follows that
G has a normal series
1 = H0S * ... ( Hg = G, (*)
where is isomorphic to the direct product of 
^h^h-h ** •Pi+'| copies of G^  for 1 4 ii h.
The following facts about G are easily checked.
(i) = F(G) is the unique nilpotent injector of G.
(ii) 1(G) = d(G) = s. (In fact the upper Fitting series 
coincides with (*).)
(iii) f ^ / I B i s  an elementary abelian p^-group and is 
isomorphic to a Sylow p^-subgroup of G.
Thus there are soluble groups of arbitary nilpotent 
and derived length which have the property that all their 
Sylow p-groups and nilpotent injectors are elementary 
abelian.
We must therefore choose invariants of E (or of the 
Sylow subgroups) which take large values on large 
elementary abelian groups. The composition length of 
E, and the minimal number of generators are two obvious 
candidates.
to the direct product of copies of ^
The rest of this chapter is devoted to proving that 
Theorem B implies Theorem C.
In order to do this we need bounds for d(G) and 1(G) 
in terms of the dimension of a faithful, completely reducible 
representation for G.
(I.5*3) Bet G be a soluble groun, and let IF be a finite
field. Suppose that V is a completely reducible FG-nodule, 
faithful for G, and put dim(V) = n.
(i) 1(G) $ 3 + 21ogj(ri/2) <■ 1 +n.
(ii) d(G) $ (5/2)(loc5(n) + d) $ 2 + n.
'''•"oof The bound 1(G) 3 + 21ogj(n/2) is proved by Hawkes
Llii]. A very similar bound was proved independently by 
Prick and Newman [,£].
The rest of (i) is easy arithmetic.
(ii) The bound d(G) $ (5/2)(logj(n) + 1) was proved by 
Dixon [5]. Dixon's bound improves a previous bound of 
Ilu'ppert [l_5] •
Again, the second inequality is easy arithmetic.
V/e also need bounds for 1 (G) in terms of the derivedP
length of a Sylow p-subgroup of G.
(I.5.A ) Tet G be a soluble group and let p be a prime. 
Tet d^ = .d(P), v;here P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then
lp(5)t dp.
Proof For odd p, this result was proved in the famous 
paper of Ilall and Higrr.an L'123• Then in [£], Berger and 
Gross showed that ^(G)^ max( d0, 2d2~2). Finally, in 
[3], Brjuhanova proved that ^(G) £ d0.
(1.5.5) TECHNIQUE. In case the reader is unfamiliar with
the idea of regarding an elementary abelian p-group as a 
module over the field of p elements, we give a brief account 
of this method.
Let p be a prime and let V be an elementary abelian 
p-group. We write V additively. Let IE be the field of 
p elements. Then ]F = SZ/p/Z and we can write any element of 
I? as n, the imafre of some nonnegative nt/Z under the 
obvious homomorphism. Then V can be regarded as a vector 
space over TP by defining multiplication by 
nx = x + ... + x,
where n^lE and xtV, and there are n copies of x on the 
right hand side of the equation.
Further, if G is a group acting on V, then this action 
makes V into an FG-module. (^he axioms for V to.be a 
vector space and an I'G-module are all straightforward and 
easy to check.)
In particular, if G is soluble and H/K is a chief 
factor of G, then H/K is an elementary abelian p-group and 
so we can regard H/K as an IFG-module. Note that since 
H A  is a chief factor, it is irreducible when regarded 
as a module. Also, we have dim^/H/K) = rp(HA)»
We now derive group-theoretical consequences of 
(T.5.3), including the 'strict' dual to Dade's theorem 
of [s].
(1.5.6) Lot G be a soluble group and let E be a nilpotent 
injecto" of G. Let n = K(E) be the composition length of 
E. Get F = F(G), and 0 = 0(G). Then 
(i) 1(G) * 4 + 21og5[lrG(F/0)]',
(ii) 1(G) $ 2 + m(F);
(iii) 1(G) $ 4 + 21os3(n/2);
(iv) d(G/F) 4 2 + m(F).
Proof By (l.2.8(iii)) we can write
F/0 «<, X ... XPn ,
where each P^ is a chief factor of G. Also, by (l.2.8(iv)) 
we have
F = Cp(F/0) = fl Cp(P. ). (*)
G 1<itn G 1
(i) We regard each P^  as a G/CG(P^)-module over the 
appropriate prime field and deduce from (I.5*3(i)) that
1(G/Cg (P.)) 4 3 + 21oE5(-]rG(F/0)) 
since dim(P.) 4 r n (F/0).1 V.T
Now (i) follows from (I.5.2(ii)), (*), and the fact 
that 1(G) = 1(G/F) + 1.
(ii) In an identical way to (i), but using the second 
inequality of (I.5.3(i)), we obtain
1(G) 4 2 + rQ(F/0).
To prove (ii), therefore, it is sufficient to show that 
m(F) rG(F/0).
Since F is the direct product of the groups 0(G)
for which p divides |G| by (T.2.6(i)), we have
m(F) = max rn(0 (G))
P P
>, max m(0 (G)/0(O (G)) ) ,
P 1
using (I.2.1(ii)). But Op(G)/0(Op(G)) is elementary 
abelian by (1.2.5)> so the number of elements required 
to generate it is equal to its composition length.
Using this together with the fact that 0(Op(G))4 0 by
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(I.2.J), we therefore have
m(F) >, maxV(0 (G)0/0).
P P
Finally, since the O ^(G )0/0 are the Sylow p-subgroups of 
F/0, we must have Tf(Oo(G)0/0) >✓ rQ(F/0) for some p, and so
m(F) >, rG(F/0),
which, as vie mentioned before, completes the proof of (ii).
(iii) Since Fi E by (I.4.7(i)), we have
rG(P/0) i i ( F / 0 )  4 f(E) = n, 
and so (iii) follows from (i).
(iv) This is identical to (i) except that we use (T.5-3(ii)) 
instead of (I.5.3(i)).
We need an intermediate step before v/e tackle Theorem 
C. It is here that we use Theorem B.
(1.5.7) Assume that 'Theorem 3 holds. Let D be a soluble 
rrouo and let p be a prime dividing |D|. Assume that 
0p,(F(D))-4 Z(D). T.et P be a Sylow p-subgroup of D. Then
(i) 1(D) 4 4m(P);
(ii) d(D/F(D)) $ 4m(P) + d(P)(l (D)-1).
Proof V/e prove (i) and (ii) together by induction on 
IDI , noting that the conclusions are trivial if |D| = 1.
V/e first use the inductive hypothesis to reduce the 
situation to a configuration where Theorem B can be applied. 
Jet F=»F(D). Suppose firstly that there exists a normal 
nontrivial subgroup N of D contained, in F and with the
property that F(D/N) = F/N.
Now PN/N is a Sylow p-subgroup of D/N and v/e clearly 
have m(PN/H)i m(P) and d(PN/N) £ d(P). Thus v/e can apply 
induction to D/N to deduce that 
1(D/N)i 4m(P) and
d(D/N/F(D/N)) < 4m(P) + d(P)(1 (D/N) - 1).
C
But since F(D/N) = F/N, and 1^(DAt) £ lp(D), v/e have the 
desired conclusions. From now on, v/e assume that there 
is no such subgroup as N.
In particular, since F(D/0(D)) = F/0(D) by (I.2.8(ii)), 
v/e must have
0(D) = d. (a)
Next put Q = 0 ,(F). Now Q is certainly a normal 1 p 1
subgT'Oup of D contained in F. We wish to show that 
F(D/Q) = F/Q, and to this end v/e put F(D/Q) = M/Q.
Since F/Q is nilpotent and normal in D/Q, we clearly have 
M>7. Also, by hypothesis,
Q* Z(D) fl M i Z(M) ,
so N/Z(M) is nilpotent. Thus M is nilpotent; so M i  F, and 
therefore M = F as required. So now we know that Q = 1.
Since the group F is nilpotent, it must now be a p-group. From
(1.2.8) and (a) it now follows that F is an elementary 
abelian p-group on which D/F acts faithfully.
By (T.2.4) and (a), the group F has a complement 
H say, in D. We choose a Sylow p-subgroup Ih of H.
Note that FP* is then a Sylow p-subgroup of D, which, 
without loss of generality, may be taken to be P.
3?
\
Set K = Op,(H). Poughly speaking, we now apply 
induction to II/K and theorem B to the action of TP* 
on P to obtain the desired result.
Firstly, since 0 , (HA) = 1, we obviously have 
0 I (HA) ' Z(HA), and since a Sylow p-subgroup of H/K 
is isomorphic to P^  we have by induction
1(HA) * 4m(I\,), and \
d(HA/p(HA)) i 4m(P,,) +d(P1)(lp(HA)-'O r (B)
* ^m(P^) +d(P1)(lp(D)-2). I
(The last inequality holds since H A  = D/0 , , (D), so thatP iP t P
lp(H/K) = lp(D) - 1.)
Secondly, the TP KP^-module F satisfies the hypotheses
of Theorem B with in place of P and P in place of V.
Thus, using the fact that
codim ^  (CF,P-3) = m(F/[F,P^]),
Pwe obtain
1(H) i  3m(P/[F,P1]), 
and d(K)  ^ 4m(F/[F ,^1)-
Now
L P,P/, ] = [F,P] « [P,P] >< /(T1), 
and [P,P] iP, so by (I.2.1(ii)), we have 
m(P) = m(P/[P,P1]).
Since
P/[F,P^] = P/[P»P1J * Pv
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we have
m(P) = mC?^) + m(F/[P,P„]).
Thus (c) becomes
1(K) 4
and d(K) i
We tackle the final 
and (ii) separately.
(i) 1(D) = 1 + 1(H)
£ 1 + 1(IT/K) + 
i 1 + 4m (P*) + 
from (b) and (d). Hence
1(D) .< 4m(P) + ra(P1) - m(P) + 1.
Finally, we note that since D 4= 1, we have F±d, and so, 
since F and P. are p-groups, we have F/f^ F,?,,] * 1. Thus 
m(P) - m(P^) = m(F/[_F,Py| ]) » 1. Therefore l(D).£4m(P) 
and v/e are finished.
(ii) d(D/F) = d(H)
i d(H/f/ f (H/K)) + d(F(H/?')) + d(K) 
i  4m(P^) + d(P1)(lp(D)-2) + d(P(HA))
+ 4m(P) - 4m(P,,),
using (b) and (d). Now, since d(P/j) 4 d(P), we have
d(D/F) 4 4m(P) + d(P)(ln(D) -h) + d(F(H/K)) - d(P). 
Finally, since K = 0pl(H), the group F(H/K) is a p-group 
and so d(P) >/ d(F(H/K)) and the result follows.
This completes the proof of (I.5.7).
3m(P) -  3m(P^), 
4m(P) - 4m(P1),
( d )
parts of the proofs of (i)
1(H)
3m(P) -  3m(P1 ) ,
Proof of Theorem 0
(i) For each prime p dividing |G|, v/e apply (1.5.7(D) 
with D * G/0 ,(G) to conclude thatJr
l(G/Op, (G)) 4 4mv
Then, using (I.3.2(ii)) and the fact that the intersection
of all the groups 0 , (G) is trivial, we have 1(G) 4 4m,,P 1
as required.
(iii) For each prime p dividing |G|, we apply (I.5»7(ii)) 
with D = G/Op,(G) to conclude that
d[G/Op,(G)/F(G/Op,(G))] 4 4m,, + (lp(G)-1)d1 .
Since F(G/On,(G)) is a p-group, we have d(F(G/0 ,(G)))4 d,,, 
and by (1.5.4) we have 1D(G)4 d,,. mhus
d(G/Opt(G)) 4 4m,, + lp(G)d1 - d1 + d,,
•4 4 m,, + d,, ,
2and then, as in (i), this implies that d(G)4 4m,, + d,, ,
as required.
'fhe proofs of (ii) and (iv) are a little more 
complex. V/e begin their proofs together.
Tet p be a prime dividing the order of G. Tet 
F^ , be the Hall p ’-subgroup of F(G) and let Fp = Cp(G),
(oo that F(G) = F *F ,). Define Cp and Dp by Cp = CG(Pp)
and D = CDF ,). Note that since F_ and F_, are normalp G p1 P P
in G, so are C and V
Nov; let S„ P be a Sylow p-subgroup of Dp. By (1.4.7(D)
the group Sp is the Sylow p-subgroup of some nilpotent 
injector of G, which we can take to be F. Since Fp is 
a normal p-subgroup of Dp, we have Fp 4 Sp. Since F is
nilpotent, E = where H is a Hall p'-subgroup
of E. Therefore li centralises P and so H * C . Hut P P P P
we also have i Dp, so that E = TI^ £ 5 G. By
(1.4.8), therefore,
G - »G(E)CpDp. Ca)
Since Dp is normal in G, we have F(Pp) i F(G), and 
so
V 1,(V ’ * Fp'n D P < z ( v -
Thus vie can apply (T.5.7) with in place of D, and S 
in place of P, noting that m(Sp) ^  m and d(Sp)£ d, and 
also that 1^(0^) £ d(S^)  ^d by (I.5.4), to obtain
1(D ) ^ 4m , and 
d(Dp/F(Dp)) i 4m + (d-1)d. )
V (b)
Next, since E is normal in N_(E) and E is N-maximalv.1 =
in N^ ,(E) by (1.4.6), we must have E = F(N„(E)) and therefore 
we may apply (T.5.6(ii),(iv)) to obtain
1(Ng (E)) £ 2 + m, 
and d(NG(E)/E)
^ \
$ 2 + m. F
(c)
We complete the proofs of (ii) and (iv) separately.
(ii) From (a),
G/Cp - NG(E)yNG(E)DpnCp,
SO
1(G/Cp) é l(NG(E)Dp)
i 1(Ng(E)) + l(Dp)
i 2 + m + 4 m = D m + 2 ,
using (b) and (c). Now, since
f i e  i  Cg (F(G)) .< F(G)
P P
we have 1(G/F(G)) 4 5m + 2 by (T.3.2(ii)) and so
1(G) i 5m + 3, as required.
(iv) From (a)
d(G/CpF) = d(CpDpNG(E)/CpF)
« d(CpDpNG(E)/CpDpF) + d(CpDpF/CpF)
* d(NG(E)) + d(Dp/Dpn C pF)
< d(NG(E)/E) + d(E) + d(Dp/F(Dp))
 ^ 2 + m + d. + 4rn + d - d 
using (b) and (c). Thus, as in (ii), we obtain 
d(G/F) 5m + 2 + d2,
pand since F £ E, we have d(F)i d, and so d(G)  ^ 5m + 2 + d + d , 
as required.
This completes the proof of Theorem C.
We conclude this section with an example which 
shows that, in the notation of Theorem C, we may have 
1(G) = 2m. (recall that Theorem 0 (ii) gives the bound 
1(G) 4 + 3.)
(1.5.8) EXA'iFTF. Tet S denote the symmetric group on 
If H is any group, we can define an action of 
5 on H x TTx H by (h^h^hj)8 = (h1s,h2s,h3s) , where h.dl 
and s^S. We will denote the semi-direct product 
(II * H *IT)B by II X S. (Note that this is not the regular 
wreath product which we normally intend by the symbol ^ .) 
Tf H is soluble, it is easy to check that if oi M  - h , 
l([|^n) = 1(H) i 1 (fl) = 1(H) + 2.
Now define 0^ by G^  = S, and for i >d , define G.
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inductively by = G.._/j'v<S. Tet m be any positive
integer, and put G = G . Clearly v/e have 1(G) = 2m.
It can be shown that a nilpotent injector of G is a
Sylow 3-subcroup of G, which is in fact the successive
(recular) wreath product of m copies of 7,.,. mhat is,
if we put C = Z,, and. define C. for i>1 by C. = C. Z,, p i i i—" 3
then a nilpotent injector E of G is isomorphic to C .x m
It is easily shown by induction that C requiresm 1
exactly m cenerators. Thus m(E) = m.
It seems reasonable to make the conjecture that 
1(G)4 2m always.
I know of no comparable examples for the other parts 
of Theorem C. Note that in the above- example, a Sylow 
2-subcroup of G requires 2n - 1 cenerators, privinr a 
much smaller value of 1(G) in terms of than Theorem C(i).
!
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C H A P T E R IT
A ERAS'D EESTJTTS ANT) METHODS
In this chap her and the next we prepare the ground 
for the proofs of Theorems A and B. The aims of this 
chapter are twofold. Firstly, we assemble the standard 
results that we will need, modified here and there to 
the uses to which we will put them. (Sections 1-3.) 
Then, i.n Section A we give an account of a general 
method of proof of results about the representation 
theory of soluble groups, and v/e discuss how it applies 
in our case.
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IT.'». GROUP ACTIONS
Throughout this section, G and A will be groups 
with A acting on G. ^he notation and conventions that we 
use here are explained in (1.1).
Our first result is a consequence of the Schur- 
Zassenhaus theorem 1.18.1, 1.18.23. We use it to
derive most of the results of this section.
(II.1.1) T,et H be an A-invariant subgroup of G and suppose 
that A and H have coprime orders. T,et g«G and assune that 
Hg = Hg for all atA. Then there exists x in G such that 
Hg = Hx and xa = x for all a<;A. (I.e., each coset of [I 
that is fixed by A contains an element that is fixed by A.)
Proof [19, 1.18.63.
(II. 1.2) DEFINITION. Let
1 = Gq i G/j ( • •. f G = G
be a normal series for G. We say that A stabilises this 
series if each Gj is A-invariant and if A acts trivially 
on each G^/G^_^ (1 4 i <n).
(IT.1.3) Suppose that A and G have cop rime orders, and 
that A stabilises some normal series of G. Then A 
centralises G.
AO
We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1, the result is 
trivial, so we assume that n»2. Now A stabilises the 
normal series
1 = Gyj/G^  < G2/G^ ....< Gn/G1 = G/G^
of G/G^, and therefore A centralises G/G^ by induction. 
Of course, A also centralises G^ .
Now let g*G and apply (II.'Ll) with G* in place of 
H. This dives us an element x*G such that xa = x for all 
atA, and such that G^x = G^g, i.e., gx"1*G^. Therefore, 
if at A, v/e have
„a a/ -1va , -1Na -1p = g (X ) x = (gx ) x = gx X = g,
and the proof is complete.
Next, we have two easy consequences of (II.1.3).
(11.1.4) Tf A and G have conrlme orders^ then 
[G,A ] = [ G ,A,A ].
Proof We set B =l.G,A,A] , and note that B ^  [G,A] trivially. 
Since lG,A]ga = lG,A]g for all gfcG, atA, it follows from
(II.1.1) that G = LG,A]Cq (A). Similarly, LG,A] = BC [q 
whence G = BCg(A). Now let geG, aeA, and write g = be with 
beB and c aG ^ (k). Then g ^ -  ^= bacac""^ b“/' = bab-^eB, and so 
[G,A] < B.
(11.1.5) Assume that A and G have coprime orders. Tet 
N be n normal, A-invariant subgroup of G which is 
centralised by A, and such that CG(N)i N. Then A 
centralises G.
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"hroof T,et g*G and a*A Then, for all n&N we have
= (na) ^  = n^a = (n^)3 = n^, 
since n^sN. Therefore g” ga i C^(N)i N, whence Ng = N[$a. 
Thus A stabilises 1 S N s G, and the result follows from
(II.1.3).
(IT.1.6) Suppose that A and G have coprime orders. 
qTien for each prime p dividing IG | , there exists an 
A-invariant Rylov' p-subp-roup of G.
Proof Cil, 6.2.2],
(11.1.7) Suppose that G j s a p-p-roup and that A is a 
P1-¡rroup. Tf A central] ses G/0(G), then A centralises G.
Proof CH, 5.1.43.
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TI.2. p-odoipk
Throughout this section, p is a prime and P is a 
p-group.
(II.2.1) DEFINITIONS, (i) P is called special if either 
P is elementary abelian, or 0(P) = ?' = Z(P) is elementary 
abelian.
(ii) P is extraspecial if P is special, nonabelian, and 
Z(P) has order p.
2Since any p-group of order at most p is abelian,
3an extraspecial group must have order at least p .
(II.2.2) Up to i somorphism, there are exactly two
3extrasoecial groups of order p. Tf p is odd, one of them
2has exponent p, and the other has exponent p . If p = 2, 
they are the quaternion group and the dihedral group of 
order 8, both of exponent 4.
Proof [11, 5.5*1 ].
(II.2.5) DEFINITIONS. Let G1, ...» Gn be groups. For 
each ie (1,... ,n} , let A.$ Z(G^) be a subgroup of Gi, and 
assume that all the are isomorphic to one another via 
isomorphisms
Gi :A1 ~ * Ai .
Then we can form the central product of G^, ..., Gn with
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respect to A^, An , denoted by • • • tGn. In
order to do this, wo identify the natural images of the 
Af in G^ * Gg * ... * Gfl. That is, we set 
N = (a"/|(a8i); asA,,, 2 f i < nJ. Then NS G^* ... * G , and 
G^  r...v Gn = G1x ... * Gn/N.
(II.2.4) let P be extraspecial. 'Tien P is the central 
product of t (say) extraspecial groups of order p^, where 
the centres of those t groups are al.l identified.
• ?1" -4-Tn particular, |P| = p fo?- some natural number t.
P^oof [11, 5.%21.
(II.2.5) let C be a 2-group of o^der at least 16 which 
is either generalised quaternion, dihedral or semi-dihedral. 
Then the following hold.
(i) Z(C) has o^der 2.
(ii) C/Z(C) is dihedral.
(iii) C has a characteristic, cyclic, self-centralising 
subgroup of index two.
(i.v) C has no characteristic abelian noncyclic subgroups.
Note Definitions of these types of groups are given in 
[12, 1.14.9]. V/e only need the properties listed above.
1’roof (i) and (ii). [11, 5.4. J(ii.) (c) ].
(iii) By [1^ , 1.14.9(b)], the group C has a cyclic subgroup
respect to A^, . An, denoted by G^vGgY...YGn. In 
order to do this, we identify the natural images of the 
A^ in G^ * Gg * • •. » Gn> That is, we set 
N = {a"1(a9i); a«A1, 2 i i < nJ. Then NS G^  * ... * G , and 
Y • « .YGn = G/j x •.. * Gn/N•
(II.2.4) let P ho extraspecial. f^hen P is the central 
product of t (say) extraspecial r^oups of order p^, where 
the centres oi those t groups are all Identified.
Tn particuJ.a", |P| = p for some natural number t.
Proof [11, 5.3.2],
(II.2.3) Iet C be a 2-group of order at least 15 which 
is either generalised quaternion, dihedral or semi-dihedral. 
Then the following hold.
(i) Z(C) has order 2.
(ii) C/Z(C) is dihedral.
(iii.) 0 has a characteristi c , cyclic, self-centrallsinr 
subgroup of index two.
(iv) C has no characteristic abelian nonc.yclic subgroups.
Note Definitions of these types of groups are given in 
[IT, 1.14.93. V/e only need the properties listed above.
'"roof (.i) and (ii). [11, 5*^*5(ii)(c) ].
(iii) By [12, 1.14.9(b)], the group C has a cyclic subgroup
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D, say, of index two. V/e claim that D is self-centralising 
and characteristic.
Since D is abelian, v/e have (^(D) » D. If equality 
did not hold, v/e would have Ch,(D) = C, and thus D 4Z(C). 
But this is not the case, by (i). therefore Cq (D)=D.
Since D is maximal, we have D*0(C), so D<C q (0(C)).
By Clh, 5»4.3(ii)(b)], the group 0(C) has index 4-, so 
|0(C)l 4, whence 0(C) >Z(C). Therefore we must have
D=C q (0(C)), and since 0(C) is characteristic, so is D.
(iv) [1 1 , 5.^.3(ii)(e),(f),(E)].
V/e now come to the famous theorem of P. Hall which 
gives the structure of p-groups all of whose characteristic 
abelian subgroups are cyclic. The relevance of this result 
to us is that in the 'homogeneous' case of theorems A and B, 
every normal r-subgroup of KP (for any prime r) will have 
this property.
(11.2.6) (P. Hall) Tf P is a nontrivial p-group such 
that every characteristic abelian subgroup is cyclic, 
then P satisfies the following hypotheses.
(11.2.7) HYPOTHESES. P is the central product E*C, where E 
either trivial, oris an extraspecial p-group, and C $ 1 .  
Further
(i) if p> 2, then P has exponent p, and C is cyclic;
(ii) if p = 2, then C is either cyclic, or has order at 
least 1G, and is generalised quaternion, dihedral, or 
semi-dihedral;
(iii) the centre of C contains a unique subgroup of 
order p: it is this subgroup that is identified with Z(E) 
(when E * 1).
Proof Everything in this statement is proved in [11., 5.4*9 3 
except that C *= 1. Put since P * 1, and E = EtZp (with Z^ 
identified with Z(E)), it is clear that we may always 
take C *= 1.
Note We will deal with the type of p-group given by 
Hypotheses (II.2.7) in many places in the sequel. Whenever 
a central product ErC is defined (with E extraspecial) we 
will mean that Z(E) is identified with the unique subgroup 
of order p in %(0). (The other possibility for EtC is 
E x C. )
Also, we make the convention that C 4 1 whenever P * 1. 
This is merely a notational convenience to ensure that 
Z(P) = Z(C) always.
It is a corollary of (II.2.6) that a p-group which 
has all normal abelian subgroups cyclic satisfies (II.2.7) 
with E = 1. We need a slight generalisation of this.
(TI.2.8) Tel: P^ $ Pp be p-groups. Assume that every 
normal abelian subgroup of Pp which is contained in P^  
is cyclic. Then P^  is either cyclic, or p = 2, and P^  
is p’Qnerallsed quaternion, dihedral, or semi-dihedral of
order at least 16.
Proof [1, 2.2].
The remainder of the work in this section is aimed at 
finding bounds for the automorphism group of a p-group 
satisfying Hypotheses (II.2.7).
(11.2.9) DEFINITIONS. Let m be an integer and let F be a 
field. Let V be a vector space of dimension m over ]F.
(i) A symplecIi c form on V is a bilinear map ( , ) from 
V * V into IF satisfying
(v,v) = 0 for all veV.
(ii) We say that ( , ) is nor,singular if whenever 
(u,v) = 0 for all ueV, v/e have v = 0.
(iii) If V is endowed with a nonsingular symplectic form
then by ['12, 11.9.6(b)], the integer m is even, say
m = 2n. We denote by
Sp(2n, F)
the group of all automorphisms of V leaving ( , ) invariant, 
That is,
Sp(2n, F) = 16«GL(2n, F); (v9,wQ) = (v,w) for all v,w «¡Vi.
(11.2.10) Let F be a finite field of order q. Then 
|Sp(2n, F)| = q11 (q2n-1)(q2n_2-1)...(q2 -1).
Proof  [ 1 2 ,  1 1 . 9 . 1 5 ( b ) ] .
(II.2.11) Tet P = ErC be a p-group satisfying Hypotheses 
(TT.2.7) with C cyclic. Then the following hold.
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(i) IP'I = P.
(ii) V = P/Z(P) = P/C can be regarded as a nonsinmular
synplcctic vector space over UF^  v;i th form yiven by
(Px,Py) = Cx,y] (x,y*P)
where P' is identified with ]F "r.----  ----------------- p
(iii) Jf_ A is a m u n  acting on P and centralising C, then
A leaves invariant the form defined in (ii).
(iv) If A is as in (iii) and IPI= p , then 
p
lA/CA(r>)| |pt (p? t -1)(p2t"1 -1)...(P? -1).
i^oof (i) and (ii). [T2, ITT.13.7(a), (b)] .
(iii) Clear since P'< C.
(iv) Follows from (iii) and (II.2.10).
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T T . 5 PKPPKRKN'PA'T'TOM THEORY
(II.3.1) DEFINITION. Let W be a field and let G be a 
group. Let V be a completely reducible FG-module. Choose 
representatives , ..., W for each of the isomorphism 
classes of irreducible FG-submodules of e . Then define 
V. to be the sum of all submodules of V which are 
isomorphic to VL. As V is completely reducible, each 
is in fact a direct sum of submodules isomorphic to W.. 
Further,
V = ® ... © V .
We call the V,. the homogeneous components of V. If s = 1, 
so that V is a direct sum of pairwise isomorphic irreducible 
submodules, then V is homogeneous.
We now state the first main theorem of Clifford theory.
(II.3.2) (Clifford) Let F he a field and let G be a 
group. Let V be an irreducible FG-module. Suppose that 
HiG.
(i) Vjj is completely reduci.ble, so that
v„ = V„ ® ... ® V. where the V_. are the homogeneousIN I S — — —  l  ““
comoonents of V„.— ---------  N
(ii) mhe submodules , ..., V are transitively permuted 
by G via the notion V.rtV.p; (gfeG). The kernel of this 
action contains NC„(N).-------------- Vr
(iii) Put Si = tgfiG; v.g = J. Then V = (Vi)g
Proof C17, V.17.33
Theorem (TT.3.2) is of fundamental importance in 
the theory of representations of groups and we shall use 
it repeatedly. It is so well-known that we shall refer 
to it as "Clifford's theorem" rather than by a number.
(II.5.5) DEFINITIONS. Let A and B be subgroups of a group 
G. A double coset of A and B in G is a set of the form 
AgB = fagb; a*A, b*Bi,
where geG. It is easy to show that two double cosets
AgB and AhB are either identical or disjoint. (See
(12, 1.2.19].) Thus we can write
G = U Ag.B 
1*iin 1
for suitable g^, ..., gn in G, where the double cosets 
Ag^B, AgnB are all distinct (and therefore disjoint).
We call this a double coset decomposition of G with respect 
to A and B, and we call g/p •••» £n a set of double coset 
representatives of A and B in G.
(II.5-4) (Mackey's theorem.) let A and 3 be subgroups 
of the group G. Suppose that U is a ID'A-module and nut 
V = ulG . Then
,rB = (URl\giAn 'nB (urjn Abn ,
B
A nn3
where g,j, ..., gn is any set of double coset representatives
for A and B in G.
Proof [17, V.16.93.
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We now turn to some more specific results of use to 
us. Our main aim in the rest of this section is to find 
information on the dimensions of faithful representations 
for groups over finite fields, especially for groups 
which satisfy the Hyptheses (II.2.7).
(II.5.5) Let P = EyC satisfy Hypotheses (TI.2.7)'with 
C cyclic.. Let F be a field of characteristic not equal
-hto p, and surpose that F contains a primitive |C| root 
of unity.
(i) F  is n rw.littirr- field for P.
(ii) qiho dimension of any faithful, irreducible FP- 
module i s p\ where |P/C| = p^.
Proof (i) If |C|>p, then the exponent of P is |C| , and we 
have the result by [18, 9.'153.
Assume, therefore, that |C| = p, so that P = E. Now 
it is well-known that- the character values of E are all 
p^^ roots of unity. (See [IP, V.16.143.) Thus, by 
[18, 9.93 and [18, 9.143, we have the result.
(ii) It is well-known C17, V.16.11 that the dimension of 
an absolutely irreducible, faithful representation for E 
has dimension p^. From (i), therefore, the dimension 
of a faithful, irreducible FE-module is p^. Clearly 
the dimension of a faithful, irreducible FC-module is 1. 
The required result now follows from [ 1_1_, 2.7*1 and 2.7.21.
We are interested in the dimension of a faithful,
irreducible representation of P over a field which may 
not contain a primitive |CI ^  root of unity. The next 
few results deal with this problem.
(II.$.6) Tet F  be a finite field of order q, let A be 
an abelian prone, and sunpose that V j s a faithful, 
i ^ reducible FA-'iod.ule, nihen A is cyclic and the dimension 
of V i_s f w'neT-e f i s the smallest integer such that 
|A| |qf -1.
Proof [12, TT.3.101.
(IT.3.7) HYPOTHESES, bet W be a finite field of order 
q, let G be a group, and suppose that V is a faithful, 
irreducible FG-module. Suppose that A is a normal, abelian 
subgroup of G and that V. is homogeneous.
We let f be the dimension of an irreducible 
FA-submodule of V, and let h be the number of irreducible 
summands in V^, so that dim ^ (V) = fh.
We can regard V as a vector space of dimension h over
fthe field E of q elements. We denote this vector space 
by V  to distinguish it from V.
Our next result tells us what the action of G on 
V ' looks like.
(11.3*8) Assume Hypotheses (IT.3.7). Then
(V' + w')g = v'c + w'g 
and (\v')g = (X© )v'gO
where g4G, v',w'tV' , and XsE; and © is a field
6
automorphism of E  over E . Further, if ©:G — *• Gal( E : E ) 
j.s the Tap taki nr- g to 0 , then © is a proup homomorphismc
with he m e  1 CP(A).ll
Proof C17, II.3.11].
This result has two consequences of importance to 
us which we now state. The first will not be used until 
the next chapter.
(IT.3.9) Assume Hypothèses (TT.3-7)» Then 
|G/Cg (A)| |f.
Proof Any finite extension of finite fields is Galois, 
so |Gal( E: E)| = |E: El = f,and the result follows from
(II.3.S).
The second corollary to (II.3-8) allows us to regard 
any irreducible representation over a finite field as an 
absolutely irreducible representation over a suitable 
field extension.
(TT.3«10) Jet E be a finite field and let II be a proup. 
let V be a faithful, irreducible EH-module.
F = Horn MI(V,V).
Pu
( i )  ¥  i s  a f i e l d .
(ii) V may be T-gmarded as a faithful, absolutely 
1 r,re(Uif‘.i bl o I'H-module V' (whore the two ru-1;i ons of II on 
V are identical when V is regarded simply as a set.)
^roof (i) By Return's lemma, T  is a division ring. It 
is also obvious that If is finite. Thus by V/edderburn's 
theorem on finite division rings, IC is in fact a field.
(ii) T,et A = r x. Then A is cyclic, and by definition 
of I\, the group A centralises II. ^hus G = HA is a group, 
and it is clear that G acts on V as a group of linear maps 
(over IF). Since A is abelian and centralises H, we have 
A»Z(G), and so G = Cp(A). Now by Clifford's theorem 
is homogeneous. We thus have the Hypotheses (IT.3.7) 
and so applying (IT.3.8), we know that V may be regarded 
as a EG-module 'T' (using again the fact that G = C^(A) ),
fwhere 15 is the field of q elements. By (II.3*6), we know f
i fis the smallest positive integer such that |A| |q -1.
Since |A| = |IC| - 1, we must have IK s' 15.
To complete the proof, therefore, we only need to 
note that V  is an FH-module by restriction to II, and that 
V' is absolutely irreducible by [^ 2» V.d^.dOl.
Note The module V' in (IT.3-h0(ii)) should not be 
confused with V e ^  IF.
Finally, we have the promised extension to (IT.3.5)
for arbitary finite fields.
(II. J. 11) Tet ? sati s.fy Hypotheses (IT.?.7) with C cyclic.
Let IF be a finite field of order q where pj'q, and, let V
be a faithful,irreducible IFP-mortule.
, pDefine integers s and f by put tine; s = | P/C I and letting
f be the smallest integer such that |C| jq^-1. Then
(i) iHom -jppCV,V)| = qf;
(ii) dim^V) = fs.
-'roof C = %(P), so v/e have Hypotheses (II. J.7) with P = G 
and C = A. Using (IT.3.8) and (II.3.G), therefore, V may
fbe regarded as an EP-module where IE has q elements. Since
I -f* 4-1-q -1, the field IE has a primitive |C| root of unity. 
Thus din-j^ (V) = s by (II.5.5). This proves (ii).
Since by (TI.3.dO), V may also be regarded as an 
absolutely irreducible module for P over Hom^,p(V,V)
■p(necessarily of dimension s), we must have |Hom -jpp(V,V)| = q , 
proving (i).
I T . 4 . TBE METHOD OF t^ POOF OF THEOr>EMS A AND B
This section is a discussion of a general (and well- 
known) method of proof of results about the representation 
theory of soluble groups, and how it applies in our case.
We fix the foll.owi.np; notation. G is a soluble group,
F is a field, and V is an irreducible FG-module. We 
assume that we wish to prove something about V - call it 
(*) for now - which we know b.y an inductive hypotheses 
to be true for all 'smaller* modules. (The exact meaning 
of 'smaller' depends an the inductive hypothesis; we just 
assume here that the inductive step works.) Now Clifford's 
theorem gives us two possibilities:
(1) V = Wgj for some S<G and submodule W of VgJ or
(2) V.T is homogeneous whenever N « G.
For obvious reasons, we call ("1) 'the induced case', 
and (2) 'the homogeneous case*. The rest of this section 
is planned as follows. We consider (1) first and then 
(2). In each case we discuss the general situation first, 
i.e., we shov; how one might go about proving (*), and then 
specialize to the proofs of Theorems A and B.
(1) The Induced Case.
To tackle (1), we need some information on so-called 
primitive groups.
(IT.4.1) DEFINITIONS, (i) Let MiG. Then we define 
the core of M in G, denoted by Core^iM), to be the 
intersection of all conjugates of M in G. Clearly CoreG(M)
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This section is a discussion of a general (and well- 
known) method of proof of results about the representation 
theory of soluble groups, and how it applies in our case.
We fix the following notation. G is a soluble group,
IP is a field, and V is an irreducible IFG-module. Vie 
assume that we wish to prove something about V - call it 
(*) for now - which we know b,y an inductive hypotheses 
to be true for all. 'smaller' modules. (The exact meaning 
of 'smaller' depends an the inductive hypothesis; we just 
assume here that the inductive step works.) Now Clifford's 
theorem gives us two possibilities:
(1) V = WgJ for some S<G and submodule W of Vg5 or
(2) V,T is homogeneous whenever N«G.IN
For obvious reasons, we call (1) 'the induced case', 
and (2) 'the homogeneous case'. The rest of this section 
is planned as follows. We consider (1) first and then 
(2). In each case we discuss the general situation first, 
i.e., we show how one might go about proving (*), and then 
specialize to the proofs of Theorems A and B.
(1) The Induced Case.
To tackle (1), we need some information on so-called 
primitive groups.
(IT.4.1) DEFINITIONS, (i) Let MSG. Then we define 
the core of M in G, denoted by Coreg(M), to be the 
intersection of all conjugates of M in G. Clearly Coreg(M)
is normal in G, and is in fact the largest normal subgroup 
of G contained in M.
(ii) A group G is called primitive if there exists a 
maximal subgroup M of G such that CoreG(M) = 1.
(TI.A.2) Tot G he a soluble group and let K be a maximal 
subgroup of G, and, set T = Core^CM). Note that G/T is 
primitive. Then G/T has a unique normal minimal subgroup 
S/T say, and further,
(i) G = MS and I;nS = T, i ,e. , M complements S/T in G;
(ii) cg (s/t ) = S.
Proof Let S/T be a minimal normal subgroup of G/T.
We show (i), then (ii); then that S/T is unique.
Since T is the largest normal subgroup of G contained 
in M, we must have S$M, and so G = MS since M is maximal. 
Now M OS is normalised by M and S, and so liGSs G; thus 
M 03 = T.
Put Cg (S/T) = C . Clearly C >S since S/T is abelian. 
Now COM is normalised by M and S, so CH MiG, and CDM = T. 
But now
C = CO MS = (COM)S = TnS = S, 
and so Cg (S/T) = S.
Finally, note that if S./T is another minimal normal 
subgroup of G/T, then CSjS^l  ^ SnS^ = T, so S,, i C = S.
Thus S/T is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G/T.
Now suppose that V = 
subgroup M containing S.
W /  and choose a maximal 
Then by the transitivity of
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induction V = WgJ and putting U = w|'; , we have 
V = u[G .
We note that U is irreducible as an M-module, since if
0 < < Upp then 0 <> | 1 < V^, contradicting the irreducibilitv
of Vq . We can thus apply the inductive hypothesis to
conclude that (*) holds for the IFM-module U.
Secondly, we deduce from (IT.4.2) that, in the notation
of that result, 8/T is an irreducible IF G-module where ss
is the prime dividing |S/T|. Unfortunately, the field
has changed. This is the source of two main problems.
Firstly, IF may have been, for example, a splitting field
for G: this is unlikely to be true of IF . However, sinces
in both Theorem A and Theorem B, we make no such assumption
on IF, this problem does not concern us and so we just
ignore it. Secondly, one may want some restriction on the
characteristic of IF which no longer holds for IF . Thiss
problem does not occur in the proof of Theorem A, but it 
stops us applying this argument in Theorem B.
At any rate, if things work nicely, we know that (*) 
holds for the G-module S/T and for the M-module U: what this 
tells us about V, of course, depends on (*). It is time to 
be more specific.
Let us now assume that v/e are proving Theorem A. We 
have G = KP, where K is a normal p'-group and P is a p-group. 
There are two possibilities: s=p and sfcp. The case s=p 
succumbs to an easy inductive argument in Step 1 of the 
proof and. we will not go into details here. Assume, 
therefore, that s+p. Here it will be shown that we can 
assume that M >/ P, so that M = (K.r»M)P« Let ?* = Cp(S/T) 
and j = d(K/Cp(S/T)). Regarding S/T as an lFsKP-module
and applying induction gives us
|P/P*]2w(j) ^  | S/Tl or d*2 , (a)
where w(5) = 5 and v/(J) = for j*4.
It will then be shown that P* acts faithfully on U, 
and that Kn M induces on U a group of derived length at 
least d-1-J, where d. = d(K). We thus obtain
|P*|2w(d-1-j) i |U| or d-1-j 4 2. (b)
Also, since V = U[T|G and |G:M| = | S/T| by (II.4.2(i)) 
v/e have
lV| = |U|'S/Ti. (c)
If j > 2 and d-,i-1 >2, then the required bound follows 
easily from (a), (b) and (c). If either ¿42 or d-j-14 2, 
we need a replacement for the straightforward induction 
argument. The necessary results are contained in the 
next chapter. Tn particular, (III.5.6) will be used 
instead of (b), and (III.1.7) will be used in place of 
(a).
Let us now turn our attention briefly to Theorem B.
I1’or the sake of simplicity we consider B(ii) only - the 
derived length case. (The proof of B(i) is very similar.) 
Again we adopt the notation of (II.4.2) and confine our 
attention to the case s*p. Bemember that v/e are trying to 
prove that
codim([V,Pi) :* 5 ^ d-4) .
With ,1 = d(P/Cj,(S/T)) as before, we find that
codim([U,P]) » .
V/e do not go into details here, but it turns out that 
what v/e need to know about the KP-module S/T is that the
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number of orbits of P on the vectors of S/T increases 
with j. This information is supplied b,y (III.4.6).
(2) The Homogeneous, Case.
This case is normally trickier than the induced case, 
and less progress can be made in the general situation.
Let A be a normal abelian subgroup of G. Then 
is homogeneous, and using (II.3.6) we find that A is 
cyclic.
Now let r be any prime dividing the order of G, 
and suppose that A is a characteristic abelian subgroup 
of 0p(G). Then A*G, and so by the above, A is cyclic.
Thus each 0p(G) satisfies the hypotheses of (II.2.6) and 
so we deduce that 0(G) satisfies Hypotheses (II.2.7)
(with r in place of p).
Recall that CQ(P(G)) = 7,(F(G)) by (1.2.7), so that 
'most' of G acts faithfully on F(G). Further, since F(G) 
is the direct product of the 0(G), we know what F(G) 
looks like. Often, one can find a chief factor (or 
factors) of G lying below F(G) to which an inductive argument 
can be applied. Similar remarks apply to the change of field 
as in (/1). Again, this is not a problem in Theorem A. It 
is at this point in the proof of Theorem B, however, that 
we need Theorem A.
In our case, the required chief factor is supplied by 
(TII.2.5). This gives us a normal subgroup R of KP, 
contained in 0 (K) for some prime r, with the following 
properties.
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(i) R is either extraspecial, or r = 2, and P is the 
central product of an extraspecial 2-group and a cyclic 
group of order 4.
(ii) R = R/Z(R) is a chief factor of KP.
(iii) d(K/CK(tf)) >, d - 2.
V/e set Ip I = s^ .
Suppose that v/e are proving Theorem A. When d*5,
v/e can apply induction to the l'1 KP-module R to obtainr
|P/Cr(~)|2w(d-2) < iP| = s2. (d)
p
Of course, we want to show that |Pp w(d)i|V|. Now by 
(II.5.11) v/e know that the di mension of V is at least s, 
and so fV| increases rapidly with s. Using (d) therefore, 
it follows that |P/Cp0T)| is very small compared to |V| 
for large values of s.
To find a bound for the 'rest' of |P| , i.e., JCp(TT) \ , 
v/e fi’-st show that Cp(~) = Cp(R), and then look at V 
considered as a Cp(P)X R-module. Results (III.5.5) and 
(III.5.1) of the next chapter will then imply that
Cp(P) 4 m 3 /? S (e)
(with better bounds in particular cases.) Again, for 
large s, this gives an excellent bound. In fact, s does 
not have to be very large: if s > , 5 , the required, bound for |P| 
follows from (d) and (e). Por small values of s, 
several results from (III.3) provide a more accvirate 
replacement for (d).
When d i A , v/c can no longer apply induction to 
T?, but K acts nontrivially on R, so we can still 
find a bound fo?' |P/Cp(R)| in terms of s, using (III.3.6), 
which allows us to eliminate large values of s. (in fact
c *hG.) For smaller values we consider various possibilities 
for p, q, and s, and using the fact that they are mutually 
coprime, and that T' acts nontrivially on P, we obtain 
more careful replacements for (e) and (d).
Finally, v/e turn to the homogeneous case of Theorem B, 
and as before we confine our attention to B(ii). The key
lemma is (III.4.2):
lemma Let P* be a p-group and F a field of characteristic 
p, and suppose that V* is an FP-module. Then
codim([V*,'D*]) dim(V*)/|P*| . (f)
Now applying Theorem A to the KP-module TT gives us 
iL/O^C^^wCd^Vi IT? | 4- s2
for d>5, as in the proof of Theorem A (where the bound 
is obtained by induction). Thus
i?/Cp(E)l Jv^d^) ^  s . (g)
We then find a suitable PP-composition factor 
V* of V, and using (f) with P* = P/C-d C^ ) , together with 
the fact that dim(V*)> s, we can then deduce the required 
bound for codim[V,P]from (g).
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s >16.) For smaller values v/e consider various possibilities 
for p, q, and s, and using the fact that they are mutually 
coprimc, and that T\ acts nontrivially on TT, we obtai.n 
more careful replacements for (e) and (d).
Finally, v/e turn to the homogeneous case of Theorem B, 
and as before we confine our attention to B(ii). The key 
lemma is (Til.4.2):
lemma Let ?* be a p-group and IF a field of characteristic 
p, and suppose that V* is an EP-module. Then
codim([V* ,P*]) >/ dim(V*)/|P*| . (f)
Now applying Theorem A to the KP-module P gives us 
lf>A'-n(P)|2w(d-2) < |TT | < s2
for d >5, as in the proof of Theorem A (where the bound 
is obtained by induction). Thus
|P/Cp(TT)l JV[d^ 2) 4s . (g)
V/e then find a suitable PP-composition factor 
V* of V, and using (f) with P* = P/Cp(P), together with 
the fact that dim(V*)>s, we can then deduce the required 
bound for codim[V,P]from (g).
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C H A P T E R III
PT~’EPVAinTnpp, EOP TUEPPE1"0, A AND P
This chapter contains a lar^e number of lemmas that 
we need .for the proofs of Theorems A and P.
The work necessary for Theorem A is contained in 
the first three sections. The most important results 
are (TIT.2.5) and (IIT.J.6). The last section contains 
results specifically for Theorem B.
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TIT .1. ARTTilNKTT C
At dozens of points during the proof of Theorem A and 
elsewhere, we will require an estimate for a monomial 
expression of the form xb in terms of an exponential expression 
such as c . The following result is designed to deal with 
these situations.
(111.1.1) Let b, c, and xQ be positive real numbers with c at
h vleast one. Define a function f: by f(x) = x / c  .
Suppose that xQ *• 3 and f(xQ) $ 1. Then f(x) 4 f(x ) for 
all x >/ x Q.
Proof We let e be the base of natural logarithms and put 
log = log . Assume that x>-xQ. We have
f(x) = e13105^  " xl°c(c)#
We aim to show that f'(x)-iO for x ^ x Q. Now
f'(x) = (b/x - log(c))f(x) = (b - xlog(c))(f(x)/x), 
and since x and f(x) are both positive, it suffices to show that 
b - xlog(c)4 0. But
b - xlog(c) 4 blog(xQ) - xQlog(c) 
since log(xQ) ? log(3) >1, and because x >, x Q and log(c)*0. So 
b - xlog(c) 4 log(f(x0)) i 0
since f(xQ) 41. Thus f(x) is decreasing for x *xQ and the 
result follows.
The next result, a corollary of the last, is useful in 
similar situations when we do not know that x » 3«
(111.1.2) Lei x be an integer. Then x i  3 i X .
1 roof We apply (III. 1.1) with b = 1, c = 33, and xQ = 3, to 
deduce the result v/hen x»3* The remaining cases, x = 1 and 
x = 2, follow immediately from the fact that 33> 2 J.
Next, we state without proof an elementary fact from 
number theory.
(111.1.3) Teh p and q be primes, and suppose that d and j are 
natural numbers such that p“ = qd - 1. Then either
(i) q = 2 and = 1, or
(ii) p = 2 and d = 1. or
(iii) p^ = 8 and q^ = 9.
We now fix the following hypotheses for the rest of this 
section.
(111.1.4) HYFOTHESES. Let p and q be distinct primes, and let 
h and f be natural numbers. Let V be a nonzero vector space of
fdimension h over the field IF of q elements. Let P be a
fp-group acting faithfully on V, so that T?£GL(h,q ).
The aim of the rest of this section is to find bounds 
for IPI in terms of h, q, and f in this situation. We start 
with some number theory.
(111.1.5) Iet p and q be distinct primes and let r be a 
power of q. Let v and w be natural numbers.
(i) Suppose that p 4 2. Let d be the smallest integer such 
that p l - 1, and suppose that p^ilr^-1. Tf pv lrW -1, with
v > 0, then dpv-'^ I w.
(ii) Suppose that p = 2. Define integers a,b,j, and k b^r
r - h = a2^ and r + 1 = b2k, where a and b are odd. Tf
pV I r - 1» then v i ,] if w is odd, and 2^+v_ I w if w is even.
Proof of (Q Firstly, note that d is the order of r (mod p). 
Since v>0, we have plrw - /l, so that rw = i (mod p). Thus dlw. 
We write w = dp m where k and m are natural numbers, and m is 
coprime to p. Also, since p^|rd -1 we can write rd = ap'^-l, 
where a is an integer, Now 
rW-1 = rdPkm-1
= (rdPk -1)(rdPk(m-1) + ... + rdPk + 1).
Each term in the second bracket is a power of rd and so is 
equivalent to 1 (mod p). Since there are m such terms, and m 
is not divisible by p, the second bracket is also not divisible 
by p. Thus
O
Now we prove by induction on k that (*) implies 
v - tj ik. This will complete the proof of (i). Note that if 
k = 0, then vi j and we are done. So assume that k>0. Then
r*Pk - 1 - (rdPk_'1 - 1)(rdPk' V l )  + ... + rdPk"1 + 1).
For convenience we let the second bracket equal N. We aim to 
show that p^In , and to this end we calculate N (mod p2). Now
rd = ap^ +1,
so if t is a natural number,
rdt s (1 + ap^)t (mod p2), 
and so using the binomial theorem,
rdt s 1 + tap^ (mod p2).
Thus
__ dpk_1(p-1) j. r*,dPk-1 2(mod p )
= p - 1 + apl1(pk~1(p-1) + ... + pk_1) + 1 (mod p2) 
= p + ap^+k ^((p-l) + ... + 2 + 1 )  (mod p2) 
s p + ap^+k-/|p(p-1 )/2 (mod p2)
5 P + p2a((p-1)/2)p'^+k"2 (mod p2) 
s p (mod p2),
since both j and k are at least one.
Hence p ^N, and so pv~ Ird^ -1, and by induction we 
conclude that v-l-jik-1, v/hence v-j i k as required.
Proof of (ii) We write w = m2c where m and c are natural 
numbers, and m is odd. As in the proof of (i) we obtain
If w is odd, then c=0 and (**) implies that 2vlr-1, so that 
Vs j. Now we assume that c)1, i.e., that W is even, and prove 
by induction on c that (**) implies that ci 1+v-(k+j).
If c = 1, then 2vlr2-1, and so v.<tj+k, and we are finished. 
Suppose that c->2. Then
,^C /jC—1 c^**1
r - 1 = (r - 1)(r +1).
2C-1
Since c i-2, the number r is an odd square and so is
i pC-1equivalent to one (mod 4). Thus 4/(r^ +1) and so
2v-/ll(r2 - 1). By induction, therefore, c-1 i 1+v-1-(k+j),
and we are done.
Assume Hypotheses (111.1.4). Suppose further that Vp 
is irreducible and that V is not induced from a module for 
a proper subgroup of P. It will then follow from Clifford's 
Theorem and (IT.2.6(iii)) that P is cyclic or has a cyclic 
subgroup of index two. It is this situation that we deal 
with in the next result.
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(TU.1.6) Assume hypotheses (TIT.1.4). Suppose that P is 
cyclic or contains a cyclic subgroup of index two. Let n be 
the highest power of p divi dinr f. Then 
|P| 4 ( 2nq^//n alwaysV nqfh/n if p * 2.
3'roof Choose T P to be cyclic of largest possible order.
Thus T has index one or two. We prove by induction on [VI 
the following statement.
(•) |TUnqfh/n; or h = 1, p = 2, and |T| *2nqfh//n.
Tt is clear that the required result follows from (*) since 
T -P if h = 1.
Firstly, we show that we may assume that Vm is irreducible. 
If it isn't, since V,p is completely reducible and T has a unique 
minimal normal subgroup, we can write
VT = V1 ® V2»
where is faithful for T and 4 0. Therefore, by induction,
ITI * 2nqfe/n , 
where g = dim(V.). But now
m  ** (nqfh/n)(2q(f/n)(S-h))
4 (nqfh/n)(2.2-1) 
fh/n= nq ,
and we are done.
From now on we assume that V^ is irreducible. From 
(IT.5.6), applied with A = T, we deduce that
|T||qfh-1.
We now consider the cases p = 2 and p*2 separately. 
Assume firstly that p is odd. Set |TI = pv, and turn to 
(ITI.1.5(i))• With r = q^ and w=f we conclude that dpv“^|f, 
where p^ ||qdh-1. Thus pv-J£n, and, since d is coprime to p,
we have d 4 f/n. Hence
IT I .  p v  (  n p J  4 n q h d  < n q f h / n  ,
as required.
Now assume that p = 2, set |TI =2V, and apply (III.1.5(11)) 
with r = qh and w = f. If n = 1, so that f is odd, we have v i 
where 2^ llq^ - 1, and so
IT| 4 qh 4 nqfh/n .
So assume that n is at least two, and let m be the highest 
power of two dividing h. Using a similar argument to that of 
(III.1.5(ii)) (with r = q) we obtain2V |qnm -  1
and then
2V| (nrn/2)(q2 - 1).
PNow the highest power of two dividing (q -1) is a divisor of 
either 2(q-1) or 2(q+1), according as q is equivalent to 1 or 
3 (mod 4). Tn any case it is at most 2(q+1). So
2V nm(q + 1).
If h = 1, then m = 1, and 2V i- n(q+1) $ 2nq ' 2nq'^//n, as required. 
If h*2, then, using q*3,
2V $ nh(q+1)
4 nh(4/3)q 
< 4nqh(h/3qh_1)
4 4nqh(h/3h).
Applying (III.1.2), we have h/3h< 3 ~ ^  j-CVJ) < so 
| T | = 2V i nqh i nqi,1//n , as required.
The truth of (*) and thus (III.1.6) is now established.
2|PK
(III.1.7) Assume hypotheses (ITT.1.4), Then
|V|^  5/3) always
I V l ^ / 2) i f  p *2
|V| if p * 2 f q.
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•p
■ r°°f Note that since GL(h,q ) < GL(hf,q), we may assume
that f = 1. We prove the result by induction on |V| . It is 
convenient to define the number b by
We show firstly that we can assume that Vp is irreducible. 
Since p*q, the module V is certainly completely reducible, so 
we can write Vp = © ... © V , where the V^ are irreducible
IFP-modules. If s'1 we can apply induction to each to 
deduce that
where = ker(P on V. ) for 1iiis. Since the groups
, ... , Kg have trivial intersection we have an injective 
homomorphism from F into P/K^ x ... x P/K defined by 
.y^CK^y, ... ,Ks.y) (,yc-p). Thus
and we are done.
So from now on we assume that s «1, i.e., that V is 
irreducible. The next step is to show that we may assume that 
all normal abelian subgroups of P are cyclic. So let A <i P and 
suppose that A is abelian but not cyclic. Nov;, from (TT.3.6) 
it follows that is not homogeneous, so by Clifford's theorem 
(TT.5.2(iii)) , v/c have
where A$ S<P and U is an irreducible IFS-module. By the 
transitivity of induction, we can assume that 3 is maximal in
3/2 if p * 2, q = 2 
11 if p t 2, q t 2.\
We thus need to show that |PU-JtVlb.
IP Api < JI v±| b ,
|p | t |PA1I •. • lpA sl
< (v)SIV/||b...|Vg|b
4 ( 2 ) s | v | b
4 G - ) m b ,
• • •
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P, and since P is a p-group, this means that S is normal of 
index p. Now
V = Ux^ © ... © UXp ,
where x^ = 1 , Xp, ..., are a set of coset representatives 
for S in P. Since 5£»P, the group S acts on each Ux^, and we 
can apply induction to each Ux^ considered as an HFS-module 
to obtain
-2|S/K±| i |Uxil b = |U|b ,
where K. = ker(S on Ux-). Now Vc is faithful, so the K.1 1 O 1
intersect trivially, and so using a similar argument to that 
of the previous paragraph we obtain
|S| i: (¿)P|Vlb .
Thus
IPI S. p(^)P|V|b.
Evidently this gives us the required bound if p=2, and an 
application of (1 1 1 .1 .1 ) shows that p/2p i 5/8 if p * 5* and we 
are done.
So now we assume that all abelian normal subgroups of P 
are cyclic. By (II.2.6(iii)), therefore, P is itself either 
cyclic, generalized quaternion, dihedral, or semi-dihedral, 
and in particular, by (II.2.5(iii))> P has a cyclic subgroup 
of index one or two. Thus we can apply (III.1.5) to V, and 
remembering that f = 1 we obtain
IPI 4,12qh = 2 | V|
\qh = |VI if p *2.
Assume that p = 2. If |VI ' 8, we have 2 jP| « 4|V| ¡: |V|
But if |V| < 8, then |V| = 5, 5, or 7, and it is easy to check 
5/5that |PI * -J|v| in these cases.
Assume that q = 2. If |V| > 4, we have 2 |P| ^  2 |V| & |V| ^ 2. 
If I V| *1 4, then | VI = 2, so P = 1, and 2 IP I i|V|5/2.
Finally, assume that both p and q are odd. Now P is
cyclic, and |P||qh -1. By (ITI.1.3), since both p and 
odd, we cannot have |P| = qh -1. Thus 2|PK qh = V . 
completes the proof of (1 1 1 .1 .7).
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ITT.2. GROUT1 THEORY
The main aim of this section is to prove (III.2.5)» This 
result will r^ ive us a chief factor of K to which we can apply 
induction in the homogeneous case of Theorem A. Of Great 
importance in this situation is the result of P. Hall which 
we stated as (II.2.6) and which we restate here for convenience.
(THEOREM II.2.G) Tf R is a nontrivial r-Group such that 
every characteristic abelian subgroup is cyclic, then R 
satisfies the following hypotheses.
(HYPOTHESES TT.2.7) R is the central product ErC, where E =1 
or is an extraspecial r-proup, and C * 1. Further
(i) Tf r > 2, then E has exponent r, and C is cyclic^
(ii) If r = 2, then C is either cyclic, or has order at least 
16, and is Generalised quaternion, dihedral, or semi-dihedral4
(iii) The centre of C contains a unique subcroup of order r:
it is this subcroup that is identified with Z(E) in R (when E*1).
Our first result Gives us some useful characteristic 
subcroups of croups satisfyinc Hypotheses (II.2.7).
(III.2.2) Let R satisfy Hypotheses (TT.2.7). Then
(i) Z(R) = Z(C) (=C if C is abelian);
(ii) Tf r is odd, then E is characteristic in R;
(iii) Let r = 2, and assume that C is cyclic and that E * R.
Tf 7, denotes the unique subcroup of order 4 in C, then
EZ is characteristic in R;
(iv) Tf r =2 and C is noncyclic, then C contains a cyclic 
subcroup, D say, of index two, and ED is characteristic in R.
1 'r°of (i) Since C centralises E, we have Z(C) *Z(R). Also, 
Z(R)* CR(E)i C, so Z(P)i CC(R)‘ Z(C).
(ii) Let U be the subgroup of R generated by all elements of 
order r. Clearly U is characteristic in R. We claim that
U = E.
Since E has exponent r, we certainly have U >, E. Now let 
ytR'E. Then y = ec with etE and ceC. So yr = ercr = cr. If
r»c = 1, then c.is in the unique subgroup of C of order r, and 
according to (II.2.5(iii)) 5 is in E. Thus yr *1, and so U = E.
(iii) Since E =* R, we have |C|i>4, and therefore C contains 
a unique'cyclic subgroup Z of order 4. Mow, as in (ii), EZ 
is the subgroup generated by all elements of order at most 4.
(iv) By (II.2.5(iii)), the group C has a characteristic cyclic 
subgroup of index two. Define a subgroup S of R by
S/Z(R) = Z(R/Z(R)).
Now
R/Z(R) = E/Z(R) X C/Z(R) = E/Z(E) x C/Z(C), 
so
S/Z(R) = Z(E/Z(E)) x Z(C/Z(C))
= E/Z(R) X Y/Z(R),
where Y/Z(C) = Z(C/Z(C)). Since C/Z(C) is dihedral by
(II.2.5(ii))» it has centre of order two by (IT.2.5(i))» thus
Y has order 4.
We now claim that Cp(Y) = EyD. Certainly, EiCp(Y). Now 
D'-iC, so D intersects Z(C) nontrivially. But Z(C) = 2, and 
so D >/Z(C). By a similar argument applied to C/Z(C), we obtain 
Di-Y. Now D is cyclic, so D 4 CC(Y) ^  CR(Y). Thus ErD«CR(Y).
If equality did not hold we would have Cr (Y) = R, but this
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would imply that Y ^  Z(C), a contradiction. Therefore 
Cp(Y) = EyD.
Finally, we note that since Y = Z(S), and S is characteristic 
in R, we have that Y and hence CR(Y) is characteristic in R.
(III. 2. 3) Let R be an r-group which satisfies the Hypotheses
(II.2.7)i with C cyclic. Then any automorphism of R which 
centralises both R/C and C is inner.
3'roof let Gc-Aut(R), and suppose that G centralises R/C and C. 
How R/C is elementary abelian* of order rn say, so we can choose 
generators Cx^, ..., Cxn for R/C with x.eE. Since 0 centralises 
C, once we know the action of 9 on x^, ..., xn, we will have 
determined G.
Since G centralises P/C, we have, for 1 < i<  n, that 
xi® = xizi ^or suitable 2,±<i C. The x. are in E, so they have 
order r or 4. If x. has order r, then x^z^ has order r also, 
and so
/ \ r r r r1 = ( x ^ )  = xd Z;L = z ± .
2 2 2On the other hand, if has order 4, then x^ and x^ z^  are 
both elements of C of order 2. But there is only one element
P P P r*of C of order 2, so x. z. = x^  , whence zd =1 again.
Therefore there at most r choices for each x^G and therefore 
at most rn possibilities for G.
But C = Z(R) = Cr(R); so R has |R/C| = inner automorphisms*
and hence G must be one of these.
The following result, together with the last, constitute 
a generalisation of [11. ,5.^»63.
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would imply that Y ^  Z(C), a contradiction. Therefore 
Cn(Y) = EyD.
Finally, we note that since Y = Z(S), and S is characteristic 
in R, we have that Y and hence C^(Y) is characteristic in R.
(III.2.3) Let R be an r-group which satisfies the Hypotheses
(II.2.7)i with 0 cyclic. Then any automorphism of R which 
centralises both R/C and C is inner.
3'roof Let Oc-Aut(R), and suppose that 9 centralises R/C and C. 
How R/C is elementary abelian, of order r11 say, so we can choose 
generators Cx^, ..., Cxn for R/C with x^eE. Since © centralises 
C, once we know the action of Q on x^, ..., x , we will have 
determined 9.
Since © centralises P/C, we have, for h <i< n, that 
xi® = xizi ^or suitable z i 6 C. The x. are in E, so they have 
order r or 4. If x^ has order r, then x^z^ has order r also, 
and so
1 = (xizi)r = x . V  = Zir.
2 2 2On the other hand, if has order 4, then and x^ z^  are 
both elements of C of order 2. But there is only one element
P P P  T*of C of order 2, so x. z. = x^ , whence z - =1 again.
Therefore there at most r choices for each x^6 and therefore 
at most r11 possibilities for ©.
But C = Z(R) = CR(P); s o  R has |R/C| = :rn inner automorphisms.
and hence © must be one of these.
The following result, together with the last, constitute 
a generalisation of ['Ll ,5.4.6].
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(TTT.2.4) Let I? be as in the previous result, and suppose 
that R is a normal subgroup of a group H. Then
cHoyc)ncH(c) = ch(r)h .
Pro°f Since both C^(P) and R centralise both R/C and C, the 
inclusion
CH(R/C)n CH(C) >, Ch (R)R
is clear.
Nov/ let x<sC^ (R/C)fl C^(C). By (III.2.5), the element x 
acts on R as an inner automorphism. Thus there exists y«R such
A
that xy 6C-j(R). Then xfcC^(R)R, as required.
We now come to the main result of this section, on which 
the proof of the homogeneous case of Theorem A depends.
(III.2.5) let K a G be groups where d(K) = d » 3. Assume that 
any normal abelian subgroup of G contained in K is cyclic.
Then there exists a normal subgroup R of G, contained in K, 
with the following properties.
(i) R is either extraspecial or the central product of an 
extraspecial 2-group with a cyclic group of order 4.
(ii) I? = R/Z(R) is a chief factor of G.
(iii) d(K/C^(H))* d-2.
A few comments on the proof are in order. Since CK(F(K)) 
is contained in F(K), it is in fact contained in the centre of 
F(K), and so is abelian. Thus K induces on F(K) a group of 
automorphisms of derived length at least d-1. Thus for some 
prime r dividing |F(K)| , we have dCK/C^CO^K)) ) >, d - 1. Suppose 
for the moment that r>2. Then by the condition on normal
(111.2.4) T,efc R be as in the previous result, and suppose 
that R is a normal subgroup of a group H. Then
cH ( R / c ) n  cH ( c )  = c h ( r ) r .
Proof Since both C^(R) and R centralise both R/C and C, the 
inclusion
cH(p/c)ncH(c) >„ Ch (R)R
is clear.
Nov; let xtC^R/C) fl 0^ ,(0). By (TIT.2.$), the element x 
acts on R as an inner automorphism. Thus there exists y«F such 
that xy £CTj(R). Then x&C^(P)R, as required.
We now come to the main result of this section, on which 
the proof of the homogeneous case of Theorem A depends.
(III.2.5) Tet K a G be groups where d(F) = d >, J. Assume that 
any normal abelian subgroup of G contained in K is cyclic.
Then there exists a normal subgroup R of G, contained in K, 
with the following properties.
(i) R is either extraspecial or the central product of an 
extraspecial 2-group with a cyclic group of order 4.
(ii) IT = R/Z(R) is a chief factor of G.
(iii) d(K/CK(TT))* d -2.
A few comments on the proof are in order. Since C^(F(K)) 
is contained in F(K), it is in fact contained in the centre of 
F(K), and so is abelian. Thus K induces on F(K) a group of 
automorphisms of derived length at least d-1. Thus for some 
prime r dividing |F(K)| , we have d(K/C^(0r(K))) >/ d - 1. Suppose 
for the moment that r>2. Then by the condition on normal
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abelian subgroups of G, v/e know that 0r(K) is the central product 
of an extraspecial group E and a cyclic group, both of which 
are characteristic in 0r(K). It follows that d(K/C^(E)) *d - 1.
Jet Z(E)< Mi E, where M $ G. When r>2, it is easily shown that 
M is extraspecial and it follows that M/Z(E) is complemented in 
E/Z(E) by Cp(M)/Z(E). Thus E/Z(E) is completely reducible as 
a G-module, and it is now easy to find ft i E with the required 
properties.
If r = 2, however, the above argument goes wrong in several 
places, and it is this that makes the proof complicated. The 
key step is to replace F(K) by a subgroup (L below) which still 
contains its centraliser, but which has a 'nicer' Sylow 
2-subgroup.
Proof of (IIT.2.5)
Sten 1. There exists a normal subgroup T. of G, contained in 
K with the following properties.
(i) L is the direct product of r-groups E yD , f o r  various 
primes r, where each E^y satisfies Hypotheses (TT.2.7) with
E.^ yD^ in place of ft, wi th Er = E, and Dr = C. Further, is cyclic.
(ii) If 2 divides |L| , then either 4 divides ; cr jl^ l = 2 » 
and any normal subgroup of G contained in E? is either trivial, 
extraspecial, or equal to Z(Eg) = D2*
(iii) Ck(L)<L
Let r be a prime dividing |F(K)| . Characteristic abelian 
subgroups of 0 (K) are normal abelian subgroups of G, since 
0 (K) is characteristic in K, and are therefore cyclic by 
hypothesis. If r is odd, then by (II.2.6),
0r(K) = ErYDr
where E « 1, or is extraspecial of exponent r, and Dr is a non-
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trivial cyclic group
If r = 2, then (TT.2.6(ii)) tells us that
02(K) = BrC ,
where B is trivial or extraspecial, where C *1, and C is 
either cyclic or generalized quaternion, dihedral, or semi­
dihedral of order at least 16.
We nov; wish to define Ep and D2 satisfying (i) and (ii)
of Step 1, and such that Cq ^(EpVD2)£ EpYDp.
If C is cyclic of order at least 4; or if |CI =2, and 
any normal subgroup of G contained in B is trivial, extraspecial 
or equal to Z(B), we put E2 = B, Dp = C, and we are done.
Next, suppose that |C| = 2, so that 02(K) = B, but that 
B contains a qubgroup M which is normal in G, but neither 
1, Z(3), nor extraspecial. Now since MS G, characteristic 
abelian subgroups of M a^e cyclic by hypothesis, and so we 
deduce from (IT.2.6), together with the fact that li has 
exponent 4, that Z(M) is cyclic of order 4. Since M is 
normal in G, so is Z(M), and therefore so is Cg(Z(M)). Since 
the automorphism group of Z(M) has order 2, and since 
Z(M)>Z(B), the group C-g(Z(K)) has index two in B, and thus 
has the wrong order to be an extraspecial group, by (IT.2.4). 
Hence, by the argument ¿just applied to H, we must have
cb(z(m)) = e2yd2,
where E2 is extraspecial and Dp is cyclic of order 4. It only 
remains to check that Cb(E2yD2) i  EpYDp. Let X4CB(E2**D2). Now 
Z(M)$CB(Z(M)), so x centralises Z(M), whence x*CB(Z(M)) as
required.
Finally, we need to deal with the case that C is non- 
cyclic. In this case we have by (ITI.2.2(iv)) a characteristic 
subgroup BrD of index two in ByC, where D is cyclic. Since 
|C| *16, we must have |Dl * 8. It is easily checked that
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Cb c^ (By®)4 B>D, s o  with = B and Dp = D, we are done.
Now let I, be the direct product of all the EptDr, and note 
that I. is a normal subgroup of G of index either one or two 
in F(K). Step 1 will be complete once we have shown (iii).
Now Cpr(L)/Cp(F(K)) stabilises the series 1 s Ep^Dp 4 Op(K), 
and thus by (II.1.5) it is a 2-group.
Secondly
Ck(F(K)) = Z(F(K)) « L ,
Ck (F(K)) * Z(CK(I0) ,
whence C^(L)/Z(Ck (L)) is a 2-group, and therefore C^(L) is 
nilpotent. Since it is also normal in K we have
C„(L) .< F(K)
and using the fact that Cq (p)(Bp*Dp) *
Ct/(L) * L,A
and so Step 1 is finished.
we find that
Step 2. There exists a normal subgroup S of G with 
d(K/Cr.(S)) »d-1, and such that one of the following holds.
(i) S is an extraspecial group of exponent r, where r is an 
odd prime.
(ii) S is an extraspecial 2-group and any normal subgroup of 
G contained in S is either 1, Z(S), or extraspecial.
(iii) S is the central product of an extraspecial 2-p:roup 
with a cyclic group of order 4-,
We have 0^(1.)« L, and so 0^ (1.) is the centre of T. 
and is, in particular, abelian. Thus K/C^ , (L) has derived 
length at least d-1. Since L is the direct product of the 
EriYDr, we have, for some r, that diK/C^E^xD^)) >/ d - 1.
We consider three cases.
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Suppose firstly that r is odd. Then by (TII.2.2(i) ,(ii)),
both E and D are characteristic in E YD , and so r r r r’
CK(Dr)nCK(Er} = CK(W *
Now K/CK(Dr) is abelian since Dr is cyclic, and d-1i 2 by 
hypothesis. Hence, using (T.3.2(ii)), we have d(K/C^(Ev ) ) *■ 
d-1, and v/e can put S = E^ to complete Step 2 in this case. 
Secondly, suppose that r = 2, and that D2 has order 2.
Then by part (ii) of Step 1, putting S = Ep does the trick.
Finally, suppose that r = 2 and that Dp has order at least 4. 
Then by (IIT.2.2(iii)) the group EpYDp contains a characteristic 
subgroup EpYZ, where Z is cyclic of order 4. V/e put S = Ept'Z.
As in the r odd case, it is easy to show that d(K/C^(S)) »d-1. 
This completes the proof of Step 2.
Step 3. S = 3/Z(S) is completely reducible as a G-module.
V/e denote images modulo Z(S) by bars. Let M be any normal 
subgroup of G lying between Z(S) and S. To prove Step 3? it 
is sufficient to find a G-module which complements FT in £>.
Since M is normal in G, it follows by the usual argument 
based on (II.2.5) together with the fact that the exponent of 
S is either r or 4, that M = ArT, where A is extraspecial, of 
exponent r if r> 2, and T is cyclic of order r or 4. Now 
Z(S) $ Z(M)»T, and since by choice of S the group T can 
only have order 4 when Z(S) also has order 4, we have T = Z(S). 
Nov; set C = Cn(M). Since S and M are normal in G, so isO
C. By (III.2.4), applied with H = S and R=M, we have
MC = Cq(M/Z(E))riC0(Z(H))o o
= SnS = S.
Also, KnC = Cm (M) = Z(M) = Z(S). Thus U is the required 
complement to IT, and so Step 3 is proved.
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Step 4. d(K/Oj.C3) ) >/ d - 2
Let X = Cj,(ÏÏ)/C^ (S). We aim to show that X is abelian. 
In view of the fact that d(K/C^(S)) » d -1, this will prove 
Step 4.
Assume firstly that S is extraspecial, i.e., that S 
satisfies either (i) or (ii) of Step ?.. Now Z(S) = 0(S).
If x£X is an element of r' order,then since x centralises 
S/0(S), it centralises S by (1.1.7)» so x = 1. Thus X is an 
r-group. Since the automorphism group of Z(S) is of order 
r-1, the group X centralises Z(S). Now let x,ytX, and stS. 
Since X centralises S, we have
sx = sz^ ,
SJ = SZg ,
for suitable z^, z^ in Z(S). Because X centralises Z(S), we 
have
A trivial calculation shows that |_x,.yj = 1, so that X is abelian.
Secondly, suppose that S satisfies (iii) of Step 2, so 
that Z(S) has order 4. Let x,y«X and scS. lie have sx = sz^
y
and s“ = SZ2 for suitable z^, Z2 as before. Nov/, if s has
order 2, so does sz^, and so
1 = (sz,,)2 = s2z/,2 = z,2,
2 2 2while if s has order 4, we find that s and s z^  are both
2of order two in Z(S), and arc therefore equal. Thus z . =1. 
Similarly, of course, Z2 has order one or two, and so it 
follows that x and y both act trivially on z  ^and Z2. Now 
the argument goes as in the previous case.
This completes the proof of Step 4.
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Step S. Conclusion of the proof
Choose a subgroup R of G of minimal order subject to 
(*) R«G, Z(5) s R ¿S, and d(K/CK(l?))>d-2.
(This is possible since S satisfies (*).)
By the argument in Step 3, the group R satisfies (i) of 
the theorem. By the choice of R, it satisfies (iii). Finally, 
if R is not a chief factor of G, by Step 5 we can write 
R = R^ o R^i where R^ and Rg are normal subgroups of G, and 
both R^ and Rp have order strictly less than that of R.
From (I.-3«2(ii)) it follows that K must induce a group 
of automorphisms of derived length at least d - 2 on either 
or Tig* But this contradicts the minimality of |R|, and so 
R is a chief factor of G, and the proof is complete.
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ppprmpjrTTm/\T'ypM THFOPY
V/e start with a slight generalisation of Maschlce's 
theorem on complete reducibilty.
(TTT.J.d) T-et G = NP be a r^oup where N w G and P i s a 
complement to N i_n G. T et ¥ be a field and let V be an 
IFG-module. Tf V„ is completely reducible and the 
characteristic of ¥ is conrjnp to ( P | , then \'r is completely 
roduci ble.
Proof Tt is sufficient to show that any NP-submodu]e 
W has a complement. Since V., is completely reducible,
V = V/ ® U, where U is an N-submodule. Tet 9:V->U be the 
projection map, which is clearly an N-hornomorphism. Tefine 
Y': V —»V by
= (V|P| )^vxPx"1 .
xen
Then X* is a well-defined linear- map. In fact, as we
now show, it is a G-homomorphism. let p;6G and write 
p = ny where neN and vtP. Then
(V|P| ) ZZ vxQx'^ny
X6P
(V|P| )7~)vx9nxx~'1y
Xfe '
(1/IPI ) ZZ vxnxGx~Zv,
XfcP
since nx6N and o is an N-homomorphism. Thus
(v^ )ft = (d/|P| ) 2Z vft(y”/'x)o(.y_/'x')-/1 
XfcP
= Vft^-
since y x runs over P as x does. Thus ^ is a G-hornomorpism 
and therefore V)£ is a G-submodule. The proof that 
V = W © Vj^now runs exactly ns in the proof of Haschke’s 
theorem. (Geo [dd_, 3.3.d ] )
As explained in (IT.4-), in the homogeneous case of 
Theorem A, we end up with a normal subgroup I? of TCP, 
and a bound for |P/Cp(R)| by induction. The next result 
will be used, together with the arithmetical bounds of 
(ITT.1), to find bounds for |0p(R)|.
(TIT.J.2) Tet P x r be a group, let IF be a finite field and let 
V be an ]F(R X P)-modulc faithful for P. Hu prose that V„ 
in homogeneous, sny Vu = 17 ^ © ... © V.'j, where 1;ho Vf. n rn  
irreducible and nil isomorphic to one another. Pet 
E  = Horn j,p(W/p ’;/^ ), and note that E  is a f i e l d  by 
(TI.3.10(i)).
Then there Is an injective homomorphism from P 
into GT.(h, E).
^roof Tf P:P y, P —* GT,(V) is the representation of R /P on 
V, we can choose a basis of V (with respect to the 
decompostion V = © ... © V.V) such that
G(y)
1
*(y)j____
-c(y)
0
o
°<(y)
for all ytP, (where **£y) is the matrix corresponding to 
the restriction of (j to W^).
Now let xfiP, and suppose that, with respect to the
same basis we have
e(x)
(x)
1
/*hi(x)
' V 30
< W x)
How xy = yx for* all y«N, so
c (x)c(y) = e(y)e(x)
'i’hus
for all y*N.
Ai ^ (x)<<(y) = (^y)|?iH(x) for all ytN, 1 *i,j*h
Therefore
^ij(x) € Hom ]pp(wl»w<i) = E  for all 1 < ijjih. 
This [rives the required homomorphism from P into 
GL(h^E). It is injective since V is faithful for P.
We now have three results designed to deal with 
some small cases.
(IIT.J.3) Pet V be a soluble rroup of derived length at 
least three. Tet V be a faithful, irreducible mod-’le 
f o r '  K o v e r' some f i e l d  I F . '’'hen |V|>/9 .
Proof Since T is nonabelian, we must have dim(V)i2, 
so the only possibilities for |v| if |V|<9 are |V| = 4 
or |V| = 8. How GP(2,2) has order 6, and so derived 
length at most 2. Thus v/e may suppose that lV| =8, 
so that Y < GP(5,2).
Since VK is irreducible, and Op(K)«P, the group
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0p(K) acts completely reducibly on V, by Clifford's 
theorem. But the characteristic of F is 2, so 02(K) = 1. 
By [17, IT.6.2], the group Cjtj(3,2) has order 3.$.7» and 
since CpC’O  = 1, we know that |F(K)| divides 21. Since 
F(K) is nilpotent, it follows that F(F) is cyclic. But 
the automorphism group of a cyclic group is abelian, 
so TVCt<-(F(K)) = 'Vp(r) is abelian, and d(T')£2.
(ITT.5.4) Tet p be an odd prime and let K be a nontrivial 
p'-group. Suppose that P is a p-rroup apting on V and that 
BP4 Sp(4,2). Assume that BP acts irredno.jblv on the 
underlying vector space of dimension 4 over Fp•
(i) |P|<5.
(i i) p p  3 i_f p * 5-
(iii) Tf dp) >2, then |Pp3*
(iv) Tf d(K) y  3, then P =1.
(v) d(K) 3.
Proof By (TI.2.10), we have |Sp(4,2)| = Since
VP acts irreducibly on V, we have 02(B) = 1, so that JF(K)\ 
is odd. Thus |F(B)p| divides 45.
Since the automorphism group of any group of order 
1 , 3» or 9 bas order coprime to 5; and since the 
automorphism group of any group of order 1 or 5 has order 
coprime to 3i the group P must centralise F(K). By (T.2.7) 
and (TT.1.5), therefore, P centralises K.
Set F = F(B).
(i) and (ii). Clearly (i) and (ii) hold unless |P| = 9.
3 6
Assume for n contradiction that |P| =9. Now K + 1, so 
F + 1, and therefore we must have |F| = 5* Thus F acts 
irreducibly on V (since 4 is the smallest integer n such 
that 5 12n - 1). The dimension of any absolutely 
irreducible module for F is 1 , so, using (TI.3.10), v/e 
must have (Hom^, p(V,V)| = 16. Now, (III.5.2) 
applied with F in place of P gives us P <■ GL(1,16), 
so that |P| divides 15, the required contradiction.
(iii) By (i) and (ii), v/e are done unless |P| = 5» so 
assume that this is the case. As in the previous 
paragraph, v/e can apply (III.5.2) (with P in place of R 
and K in place of P) to conclude that K iGT(1,16); thus 
K is abelian, and (iii) is proved.
(iv) By (iii), we are done unless |P| = 5« Put if 
|P| = 5» then |F| = 5« Since the automorphism group 
of Zr) is Z ,^ we have K/Ck (F) = K/F abelian, v/hence 
d(K)i 2 , proving (iv).
(v) If 5 divides |P|, v/e can apply (ITT.5.2) again, 
v/ith R»0^(K) and P = Oj(K) to deduce that |Oj(K)U 5, 
v/hence F is cyclic and d(K) i  2. Also, if |F| = 3j then 
d(N)i2. V/e may therefore assume that |F| = 9.
Regarding F as a (faithful) module for K/F over the 
field of throe elements, and using the fact that OT,(2 ,3) 
has order 2^ .J> by [17» II.6.2], we find that |K/F| divides 
2/'.3. But since F has order 9i v/e also know that I K/F l 
divides 2/t’.5. Thus |K/F| divides 2^.
Now, if II is any group of order 16, then, since it 
is nilpotent, it has a normal subpjroup N, say, of order A.
Nov; H/N and N ar-e both abelian, so d(H) $ 2. Thus d(K/F) £ 2, 
and so d(K)^ 5, as required.
(III.3.5) Tet p be a prime not equal to 3< and let K 4 1 
be a p'-group. Suppose that P is a p-r-roup acting on K 
and that KP< Sp(2,3)• Assume that KP acts i^educibly 
on the underlying vector snace V of dimension 2 over P 7.
(i) P-1.
(ii) d(K)*3.
Proof (i) By (TI.2.10), we have |Sp(2,3)l = 2^.3. Since 
KP acts irreducibly on V, we have 0,00 = 1. Set F = F(K).
Now K * 1, so F i  1, whence 2 divides |F|. But now 
P must have order coprime to 2 and 3i so P = 1.
(ii) Tf |F| = 2, then Y = F, and d(K) = 1. If |P| = 4, 
then K/F is isomorphic to a subgroup of GT>(2,2), and so 
d(K/F) $2 by (ITT.3.3), and d(K)< 3- If |P| = 8, then d(F)i- 2, 
and |K/F| divides 3» so K/F is abelian. Thus d(X)£ 3*
Since Oj(K) = 1, these are the only possibilities for |f |, 
and so we are finished.
We now come to the main result of this section. It 
will be used in the induced case of Theorem A, where the 
straightforward induction argument fails. It may be 
regarded as a "derived length one version" of Theorem A.
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(TIJ.J.O) T,et q and p he distinct primes. Tot K bo a
(i) 4fP|i |V| '5/?) , and
(ii) 2 |p | £ |''| if p is odd.
Proof The proof is by induction on |T/P|. We note that 
if |P| = h, then the fact that v t 1 forces | ” | >/ J, and 
(i) and (ii) follow. Thus we assume that P 1. We prove 
(i) and (ii) together.
Step h. The case whe^e V is induced frpm a module II for 
a proper subgroup r’ containi n^ T'.
rphis is similar to the corresponding part of the proof 
of (ITT.1.7) (and Step d of the proof of theorem A).
By the transitivity of induction, we may assume 
that M is maximal in KP. Since P is a p-group and T '.'frY , 
v/e have M = where P0 is a normal subgroup of index p 
in P. We therefore have
VKP0 = UX1 ® ® %
for suitable x.«P. Since the groups ker(T-’ on Ux^) are all 
conjugate to one another and have trivial intersection, 
it follows that, v acts nonbrivially on each Ux- . Induction 
applied to each !Jx. therefore yields
where = ker(P^ on Ux^).
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By the sane argument as in (ITT.1.7), we have
lp0l 4 I V P1> x ••• * I V Ppl‘ whence
and
2P |P0| 4 |!J|P = |V|P if p 4 2.
Thus
(4p/p)[P|^ |Vl^5/2) f and 
(2P/p) |P | ^  IV.J^/2) . f ? + ?m
To complete Step 1, it suf fices to show that ^/p > 4
clearly hold if p = 2, and for p^-5, they follow from 
(TTI.1.1).
Step 2. VT, is homogeneous. ^lt C = Cp(K). ^hon C is 
cyclic or has a cyclic subgroup of index two.
If yK is not homogeneous, then by Clifford's 
theorem, we are in the case dealt with in Step *1. ^hus 
we may assume that V,r is homogeneous.
Now let A be an abelian subgroup of C which is 
normal in P. Then K * A is normal in KP and contains K. 
Thus by Step 1 and Clifford's theorem, is homogeneous 
and so A is cyclic, ^hus, by (IT.2.8) and (IT.2.8(ii)), 
C has a cyclic subgroup of index one or two.
Shop 1. V is cyclic.
Tf possible, choose a nontrivial, proper, 
characteristic subgroup N of K. By (ITT.5.1), the module 
Vjjp is completely reducible. Thus
and 2p/p >, 2 for all primes p. ^hese tv/o inequalities
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V
for some s^1, where each IP is an irreducible NP-submodule. 
Since NtfKP, the group N acts nontrivially on each Vh, and so 
we can apply induction to each V^, and, using a similar 
argument to Step 1 , deduce that
and we are done. Thus we can assume that K is 
characteristically simple, and therefore elementary 
abelian. But VTr is homogeneous by Step 2, so V. is in 
fact cyclic.
Step 4. ease p>2.
V/e show firstly that it is sufficient to prove (i i.), 
for then (i) follows. For assume that (.ii) holds.
Since v and P a'-e both nontrivial, we have |V|}4. Thus
We now show that (ii) holds under the assumption 
that p>2. Firstly, we define some integers. let f 
be the dimension of an irreducible K-submodule, and 
suppose that u has h irreducible summands. Tet n be 
the highest power of p dividing f.
B,v (TT.3.9) applied with KP in place of G and K 
in place of A, v/e deduce that (P/C| divides f, whence
Note that if V/ is an irreducible submodule of V^ ,
■T
we have |Hom_, T,(W,W)| = q since v is cyclic, ""hus,
n(TTT.5.2) applied with v in place of P and C in place
A|P| £ 2|V| 4 |yf3/?).
|P/C| 4 n. (a)
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of ?, we have
C S r,T;(h,qf).
Thus , by (TIT.-i.fi) and Step 2,
(b)
( c )
The aim now is bo derive the required bound of
2|r|/|V| £ 1 from (a), (b), and (c), and the fact that 
|V| = q^. Now
2|?|/|V| $ ?n?/(q(fh/n' , (d)
(e)
Suppose that n >/ 0. ^hen, by (TTT.1.1) and (e), 
we have 2 |P|/\v |k 2.9^/2^< 1 , as required.
so that q = 2 , f = 7 ? and h = 1 . Put now, from (b), we 
have C £ GT.(1 ,2^ ), and since p = 7? we have C = 1. Thus 
|rU 7 by (a), and 2 |P| <128 = |V| .
Suppose that n = 8. Here, (d) gives us the required bound 
bound unless h = 1, f = 8, and q=2 or 5. Tn both cases,
(b) implies that C = 1, so that 2 |P| ¿10 < 82 £ |v] .
Next, suppose that n = 3« Now, (d) does the trick 
unless q *^1/ 11 $ 4. since p = 3, we have q =2 and fh = 3 or 0.
Tf hf = 3, we have f = 3 and h = 1 ; here (b) implies that 
C = 1, so that 2|T'l$ 6 < 8 = |v| . Tf hf = ■">, v;e have 
either h = 1 and f = o, or h = 2 and f = 3; in both cases,
(b) implies that |C| $ 9» so that 2 |r| £ 2.3.9 = 9^ < ^  - IV|.
remembering that p is odd, the only possibility 
left fo'1 n is n = 1. Put now P = C, and thus N*F is 
cyclic. By (TT.3.r0 we have
l'Uri qfh - %
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and since v 4 1, v/e have [P| ¿•¡iq*'11, i.e., 2|P|<|V|, as 
required.
This completes Step 4.
Step 5. The case p = 2.
This is similar to Step 4. We define h, f, and n 
as before, and deduce from (IT.3.9), (IT .3-2), and 
(TIT.1 .ft) that
lP/Cl S n , (O
C i GT (h ,qf ) , (c)
and
|C l £ 2nqfh/n . (h)
Now’, using qfh/n > 3 (since q is odd), v/e have
M H / r r J(3/2) * 8n2/(q<fh/n>^/?) n - 1) n (J)
* 24n2/(3<-5/2'n). (k)
If n » 4, ttlen, by (k) and (III.1.1) we have
4|P|/|V| (3/2) < 24.42/3 ' < 1, as required.
Suppose that n = 2. The desired bound follows from 
(j) unless f = 2, h = 1, and q = 3 or 5» But o cannot be 
3, since V i s a nontrivial odd group, and p'| lq"-1.
This q = 3. Nov/ (g) implies that |C|£8, and so
4|p|/|v| ('5/2  ^ * 4.2.b/ 2 5 ^ 2- < 1 .
Finally, suppose that n = 1. Pecalling that P = C has 
a cyclic subgroup of index at most tv'O, by Step 2, and 
using (II. 3.6), v/e find that |K|| P|/2 4 q^' . Since 
| r l ^  3, v/e have
*\v\ £ (8 /3 )q fh  = (8/3)|vl.
Now (i) follows unless |V| < 8. Since q is odd, V is
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one-dimensional. Since P and K are nontrivial, the only 
possibility is |V| = 7  and |K| = 3. Now |?M 2, ana 
4|P| £ 7 ^ ' ^ \  as required.
This completes the proof of Step 5 and of (TIT.3.6).
We conclude this section with a simple corollary 
of (ITT.3.6) (which could be proved along the lines of
(III.1.7)).
(ITT.3*7) Assume Hypotheses (TTT.1.4-). Suppose further
fthat q - 1 is not a power of p. Then
(i) 4|P|i |V|°/2) , and
(ii) 2|T>| < JV| if p is odd.
Proof. As in the proof of (ITT.1.7), we may assume that
rVp i.s irreducible. Since q ' -1 is not a power of p,
• • • fthere exists a prime r dividing q -1, where r + p.
But now the group P * ZT> acts naturally and faithfully
on V, so with 7. in place of K, we may apply (TTI.3.6) to
deduce the required result.
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T T T . 4 . PTTFPAr A'T’TONP pep 'T,'T'TOPF’1 T-
The proof of theorem B has, unsurprisingly, a lot 
in common with the proof of Theorem A(ii) of [1_9"], except 
that we use our theorem A in place of theorem A(i) of [1_p], 
We need four lemmas from 1153. starting with two simple 
results on codim('[v,o]) ("where V is a (»-module).
(111.4.1) T.pt TT be a subrrpup of a rroup G. ^et IF lie a 
f i eld , 1 et IT be n W - modul e, and let v = II |lf . 'Then 
codim([v,G]) >/ codim([TJ,N]).
Proof [IP, 2.2(b)].
(ITT.4.2) Tet P be a p-grpnp, let IF be a field of
characteristic n, and let V be a IFB-module. Then 
codim([V,p]) >, (dim(V))/|P|.
Proof [ip, 2.4].
Next, we have a well - known result on choosing a 
'nice' set of double coset representatives which will be 
used in the induced case of Theorem P.
(TIT.4.3) T,et G = NTT be the semi -dl reel: nroduct of a 
normal TIall p'-subgroup N vn.th a fl.ylow p-subgroup H. 
tet S/T1 be a normal p'-section of G (that is, S,T £i G and 
T 4 S) which is complemented in G by a subgroup ”, and let
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P be a p-subf,;roup of T1, '"ben it is possible to fi.nd 
a set \ , ..., a $ of double coset représentatives for
H and P i_n G v/hich satisfy the followlng conditions.
(i) = h.
(ii) pnriai = Cp(ai) for 1 v i< m.
(iii) ^a^T, •••* amT? ia a complété set of distinct 
r‘epresentatj vea for the orbitn of P permutinrr the éléments 
of S/T by conjuration.
Pro of  [ i l *  5 . 1 ] ,
In the proof of Theorem P(i) - i.e., the nilpotent 
length case - we need the following result in place of (III.2.5)«
(III.4.4) tet ” be a soluble n1-group, and let P be
a n-r-T-oup actinr on v . T,et 1 = 1 (T'), and assume that 
for every proper- subgroup H Of PP containin r P we have 
l(HOv )<l. mhen v contains a characteristic subgroup 
Q which is a special n-proup for some prime q. further,
Q/0(Q) Isa chief factor of PP and l(TVC Tr(Q/0(Q))) = l-d.
froof [(£, P. 2 J.
Note ^he group Q in (TTT.4.4) is in fact the penultimate 
term in the lower nilpotent series of rr, which is defined 
in an analagous way to the upper nilpotent series we 
mentioned in (T.1).
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Next, we state a lemma of Hall and Fliprnan.
(TTT.4."') Let V he an irreducible G-inodu1r- over a 
field oL characteri st.i c p. Suppose that N is a normal 
subgroup of G whose index is a power of p. Tf V„ is 
homogeneous, then VTT is irreducible.
Proof [*12, 2.?.3],
'"he last result of this section concerns numbers 
of orbits. Tt will be used in the induced case of Theorem 
B. We assume the truth of Theorem A to prove it.
(ITT.4.6) Assume that theorem A holds. Let p and q be 
distinct primes, let v be a soluble p’-^roup and let P 
be n p-proup nctinr on Tr . Suppose that V i s an i rroduclble 
L^AT-module faithful for v. Tet d = d(T/) and suppose 
that P has m orbits on V. Then .
Proof Assume firstly that d » 5» '"'hen by mheorern A 
we have
|P|2.4.5d~ ^  I VI,
whence
|v|/|p| ^ . 3 d"4« lv"l •
Now m>|v| /|P| , and |V|}9 by (TIT.3.3), no n > , C . . y 6 ~ ? ,
and since d>/?, we have -Jd >/ 1 (d+d) + -]■ , so
s c 71 (d+1) - 1! s f r n , r j \  *4(d+1) •> ,-l(d+1) m >/ 6.J ' * >/ (6/3,13). 3 * 3 ,
as required
Next suppose that d = t-. As above, v/e obtain from 
theorem A, the inequality m >, ?*J\v] . Tf |v|>9j v/e have 
m>6, whence m >, 7 > , as required. If |\'l£9, v/e
must have |V|»9 by (TTT.3.3)» and since d = h-, we must 
in fact have v = (IT.(2,3), so that P = 1. Put then 
m^9, and we are done.
Tf d = J, then Theorem A tells us that m > «>/3 (Vj , and
• i 1-- dlsince |VJ> 9, we have m}3 * ^ 3 , as required.
finally, suppose that d =1 or 2. Here we only need 
to shov' that m £ 3* We assume that m = 2 and derive a 
con t radi ction.
Tn this case, P has one orbit of length d (consisting 
of the zero in V), and one of length |V| - 1. (Note that 
v * 0 since p f d.) Thus
where r = <j5m(v) and t is some integer.
Tf p = 2, then by (TJT.d.3), either q1" = 9, or r = d.
Tf qr = 9, then |NT) divides 43, the order of fiT.(2,3), 
whence K is a 3-group. But V. acts completely reducibly 
on V, so K = d, a contradiction. If r = d, then 
since = q - d = |GT(d,q)|, we again have !' = d.
If p>2, then since K * d, we con apply (ITT.3« 3(ii)) 
to conclude that 2jr| |Vt Now m = 2, so we must have 
2|P| = |V|. But q and p are distinct primes, so we 
must have P = d, and |V| = 2; thus TT = d, the final
contradicti on.
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We restate theorem A. It is useful, for inductive 
arguments, to add some more details to the statement that 
appears in Chapter T.
'nt!EQbEr! A. Tet p and q be distinct primes. let Y be a 
soluble P1-group, and let t be a p-rrpnp acting on T'.
Tet V be an irreducible IF rE-rnodu.le faithful for ET>.
Tet G = •'? and put d = d(T/).
Then M / r r  ^ A-.3r1"’/|'i unless either
(i ) d 4 ?., o^'
(ii.) d = 3 and p = r , when |V| / |P| ^  >y 3*
(T7.1) KFAf'PrEE. before proving Theorem A we discuss 
briefly some of the examples that make the 'exceptions'
(i) and (ii) no -essary.
(i) Tet E be an extraspecial group of order1 32. Tet Z 
be a cyclic group of order 1E. Then Z acts faithfully 
on E/7,(G), and v;e can form the semi-direct product 
G = EZ. Tet v be the (normal) subgroup containing E 
of index 3 in G, and let P be a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. 
"’hen G = KP, and d(K) = 3.
By (IT.3.3), the group E has a faithful, irreducible
representation of dimension 4 over the field IF-,. It is
j
well-known that this representation may bo extended to 
a faithful irreducible representation for G. Tf V is 
the vector space of dimension 4 over TF7), we now have 
the hypotheses of Theorem A, with p = 3 and q = 3-
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Further, d(*0 = ?, and \V\ / \v\?- = 81/28 < 4.
There are various other, similar examples where Y. 
is extraspecinl of order 8, 2 7, or 32, (so that d(K) = 2) 
and |V| /\V\ ? < 4.
(ii) Jet IF be the field of 3 elements, and let ]E>F 
be the field of 3'J elements.
Tet C be the cyclic subgroup of IE* of order rf->. 
let b = Gal( TE: IF), a cyclic group of order A. Then I) 
nets naturally on IE*, and hence on C. Tet G be the semi- 
direct product CD. Tet Cy be the subgroup of C of order 7, 
and Dj the subgroup of D of order 3* We claim that 
is normal in G. Certainly Cy is normal in G (since 
Cr, = Or,(C)). Also, Dj is normalised by D. It therefore 
suffices to show that is normalised by Op, the subgroup 
of C of order 8. Now is normal in G, and so acts on 
Op. T3ut the automorphism group of Cc is Z p X ^ »  so 
in fact centralises 0^, whence is normalised by 
as required.
Nov; put K = Or,D^ , and let V be a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G. Then G is the semi-direct product of K and P.
Using (IT.3.8), it is clear that K is nonabelian, so that 
d(K) = 2. Also |P| = 16.
Next, we may regard IE as a vector space V of dimension 
6 over IF, and we have a natural action of G on V. (Elements 
of C act according to the multiplication in IE , and D 
acts naturally on IE because T) = Gal( IE: IF).) It is 
easily checked that this makes V into a faithful, irreducible
1 0 1  A
f-P-module which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem A.
We have d(K) = 2, and |V| / |P| 2 = 3f>/'\G2 < J.
There are similar examples to this with different 
numbers.
Our third example shows that once we have V, K, P, p, 
and q satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem A with 
d(K) = d (say) and |V|/|P|2 < p2^ ^ -"1;, we can then 
construct another example (consisting of module V* and 
group K*P*) which also satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem
pA, where d(F*) = d, and |V*|/|P*| is as small as we like.
Note in particular that in Example (ii) we have 
d = 2, and |V|/|r|P < 5 < = a , so that there are
examples which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem A with 
d(F) = 2 and |V|/|P|2 arbitarily small.
(i.ii) T.et V^, V^ , P^, p and q satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem A, and suppose that | | /1 1 2 = b^ < p2^ ^ “^^.
Tet Vp be the direct sum of p copies of . Then V^ 
may naturally bo regarded as a faithful, irreducible 
module for the (regular) wreath product Gp = N^P^ v- Z .
Jet Fp be the normal subgroup of Gp isomorphic to the 
direct product of p copies of T.et t> be the subgroup
P^ 'v.Z of Gp. Then Vp, Kp, t>^ , p and q satisfy the hypotheses 
of Theorem A, and d(Kp) = ci C1'^ )* Note that 
b2 = |V2|/|P2|2 = |V1lp/|P<,l2p.p2 - (b^)^p2 = ^.(b^P-^p2, 
and since b^ < we have bp < b .^
This process may be repeated to obtain modules 
V,, Vp, Vj,... and groups K^P^, FpPp, FjPj» ... which
^02
each satisfy the hypotheses of theorem A. It is easily
p
shown that b. = |V\ | / 1 |  -> 0 as i - >
'’'he Proof 0f "heorem A.
The proof is by induction on |G| . Since the theorem
is trivial when d i 2, we assume that d
Firstly, we tackle the induced case, in Steps d and 2.
Here, we assume that there is a normal subgroup N of G,
contained in V, and such that is not homogeneous.
Tn this case, Clifford's theorem (IT.5.2) tells us that 
|GV = II | , where U is a module for a proper subgroup N of G, 
and M contains IT. Further, by the transitivity of induction, 
we can assume that M is a maximal subgroup of G. This is 
the situation of Steps d and 2.
Stem d. The induced case with M >K.
It is convenient to define the real number w by 
w = / 3 if d ■ J and p = 5,
' 4 if d ■ 3 an<i P ^  ? 1
k 4.3d"4 if d y/v.
Wo need to show that w|P| |u|.
Since T>! is maximal in KP and P i s a  p-group, we have 
K = KPq where P^ is a normal subgroup of index p in P. 
Since V = II I', we therefore have
VKp = Ux1 ® ... ® Uxp ,
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for suitable x T> We wish to apply induction
to the UXj: to this end we set P  = ker(K on Ux^) and
so the groups Y / v  ^a^e all isomorphic to one another.
Also, fl K. = d since V is faithful for TC. 
d$i<p 1
Thus, usinn- (T.3«2(ii)), we have
d = d(T') = max d(KAi) = d(K/r'. ) 
d<i*p
for 1 i i i p. induction applied to the TJx. therefore yields
ftep ? . nhe i nduced case with M ^  K.
To complete the induced case we assume that l l $ V ,  Then 
f! b nr h,y the maxi mnl i l;y oT M, and thus |r'| -= |M| |r|/|KOM| , 
whence |P| divides (M| . Thus a Sylow p-subgroup of M is 
also one of G, and so M contains a conjugate of V.
Peplacinp M by a conjugate if necessary, we can assume that 
M »P.
Ih = ker(?0 on Uxi) - Jt is easily checked .that Kb = v ^
w l V P i l 2 * lUxi' = lTJ> • (a)
As in Step d of the p^oof of (ITI.J.S), we have
whence
00
If p = f and d = 3, then p^/w15“1 £ 2'?/'$ ' < d. Thus we may 
assume that w^A. If p = 2, then p /w^  ^- A/w < d, and i f 
P»3, we can use (TJT.d.d) to deduce that 
p $ Ap2/Ap i A.32/A5 < d. This completes Step d.
dOA
Tet T = Corep(M) and apply (TT.4.P). 'T’his tells us 
that there is a unique minimal normal subgroup S/T sn.v, of 
G/T; that K complements S/m in G; and that C^CS/T) = S.
Since M complements S/m in G we have (G:M| = |S/T|, and 
because M >/V, we know that |S/T| is coprime to p. Since 
S/T is a minimal normal subgroup, it is in fact an elementary 
abelian r-group for some prime r say, where r £ p.
The group is a Hall p1 -subgroup of T'P; thus Kp/m 
is a Hall p'-subgroup of G/T. Since S/T is a normal 
p'-subgroup of G/m, we have S i T'T. Nov; (l'DS)T = KTOS 
since TiS, and because S4NT, we have (KOS)T = S. Now 
K ns A  G t =r/p ( v nsA/"1 by an isomorphism theorem, and so 
T'OSAHT =t/? S/T.
Now we define a normal subgroup P* of p by 
P* = Cp(S/T) = Cp(KOSAnT).
Next, let ,i denote the derived length of tf/Cp(S/T), 
the group of automorphisms that K induces on SA. We 
regard S/T as an F^rp-module and by induction deduce that 
|P/P*|2w(,j) < |S/T| or .j i 2, (c)
where w(j) = maxf3, 4.5“  ^$ (j <• cL) ^ and w(d) = w.
We turn ou^ attention to the H-module U. Since Pi K, 
we have N = (Y n T’)p. We aim to show that T'* acts faithfully 
on U and that NflM induces on U a group of derived length 
at least d - 1 - jj.
Firstly, we note that since C^(SA) = S, we have 
Ck (S/T) = Cj,(SnK/TnK) = S OK, so that SOK/TOK is 
self-centralising in ^A^lT. Now P* centralises SOK/TS'C 
and so by (II.1.5), the group P* centralises K/K OP*
Tet g«K. Then OM)ga = (K ON)g for all a£P*, since
10S
Fn M > Kn T. Ho we can apply (IT.d.d) with V in place of G, 
F'OK in place of H, and P* in place of A to find a set 
of coset representatives fx^, x^i say, for M C\'r
in K which are centralised by P*. Clearly we may assume 
that X/| = d. How x^, x is also a set of coset
representatives for M in G, so
V = UXy, «... © Uxg ,
and
s = lG : T T | =
.Since P* centralises 7 / 7 OT, it is easily shown 
that (T’n ,p)P*^G. Since (Y n ,p)P* 4 K, each of the T!xi 
(1 < i i s) is a n'T')P*-module. Further, since each 
x. is centralised by P*, we have U Ux^  (1 ¿i» s). 
Fecause V is faithful for r*, it now follows that U is 
faithful for P*.
Now, since " G 11 is normal in G, it follows by a 
similar argument to that used in Step d that Trnc 
induces on II a group of derived length equal to d(KnT’). 
Also,
d = d(P) * d(FnT) + d(TfOSAGT) + d(iFAGS) 
s. d(rn^) + d + J,
and since I'OT1^  T’G h, we know that K G;i induces on U a 
group of derived length at least d - d - I.
V/e can therefore apply induction to the (V oM)P-module 
U to conclude that
|P*|?w(d - d - j) | U | or d - d --¡$2 (d)
Kecall that s = lS/T| = |G:M|, so that we have
|V| = |U|S . (e)
We now begin the arithmetic, using (c), (d), and (e).
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"e divide the argument into the four cases given by (c) 
and (d).
,1 > 2, d - 1 - j > 2. Here, we have s >, 9 and |U| * 9 by 
(TIT.5.3). From (c), (d), and (e),
w(d) |P| 2/|7|  ^ (w(d)/w(j).w(d - 1 -  , i ) ) . s .  |tl| /1_s . 
Now w(d)/w(j)6 and w(d. - 1 - ti) > so
w(d)|N|p/|7U (35A).s.|Ul'1“8 
* (3?A)(s/9s) ,
using the fact that |U| ^9. But now, using (III.1.1), 
we have s/9S >9/9^ , and so we have w(d) |P |2/ |V| ^  1, as 
required.
,-i >?, d - 1 - 1 $ P. We still have s>9, and still obtain 
a bound for |P/P*| from ( c ) ;  but we need a replacement for
(d). recall that M > N, where N is a normal subgroup of 
G, contained in ” such that V., is not homogeneous. V/e 
thus have N # 1, and Ni rO Core^CM) = K O'", whence 
KOT f 1. Tt now follows that NON acts nontriviallv 
on U, and we can apply (TTI.3.6) to the il-r.iodule U 
to deduce that
4 |P*| iiul'5/2  ^ and 
P|r*| $ |U| if n*2.
From (¿), ( e ) ,  and (f),
w(d)|P|?/|V| < (w(d)/w(j)).s.(1/16). |U|5_S . 
Because d - j £ 3» we have w(d)/w(J) ¿27, so
v ( d ) n 2/|V| i (27/16).s. tn| 5-B .
Since KOI] acts nontrivially on U, we must have |U| >/3. 
Thus
w(d)|P|2/|V| < (27/16)(s/3S"^ )
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* (3G/ir,)(9/39)
= 1/40,
using (TIJ.1.1) and the fact that s >> 9»
,i  ^2, d - 1 - ,j > 2. Here |U| ^9 arid (d) gives us a bound 
for |P*| , but v/e need a replacement for (c). Now |P/P*| 
acts faithfully on the module R/71, and so by (TII./1.7) 
v/e have
|n/p *| £ i.s(?/3) ( c )
V/e assume firstly that s is at least 4. Prom 
(d), (e), and (p),
v'(d)|P|2/|V|  ^(w(d)/w(d-d-,i))|U|/,-8.i.s(10/5) . 
Since j * 2, vre have w(d)/w(d -1 - j) £ 27, and using \U| > 9 
we have
w(d)|i’|2/|V| i  (35A)(s57 9 3),
and since s^4, we have s'* /9s ^ 4^/37 Thus
v(d) |’j 2/|V| £ 42 /27, and we are done, since 42j < 27.
Secondly, suppose that 8 = 3« Now we mist have 
0*1, and |P/P*|  ^2, so
w(d)JP|2/lv|  ^ (w(d)/w(d -  1 -  j))|U|_2.22 
9.V92
< 1 .
Finally suppose that s = 2. Now ¿ = 0  and P = P *, so 
w(d)|P|2/|V|  ^(w(d)/w(d-1-J))\Iir1
£ 3-3
= 1.
,-1
,j .<2, d - 1 - ,i $ 2. [lore v/e knov/ that |TJ|>3 and v/e have 
bounds (f) and (p). Also, d 6 5, so v/(d)412. We need to
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Suppose that s >8. Prom (e), (f), arid («;), 
w(d)|P|2/|V| £ 1?.4.s5;.(1/1G). |U| 5-3
< (1P.27A.1G)fs5V 5 s)
$ (81/15) (85W ' )
= 2 ’/5/|
< A
usi.nc the fact that |U| »3, and (ITT.1.1).
Suppose that s = 7 or 7. Now ¿3^ 8, so tU4, and thus 
w(d)M. Also, |P/Pi ¿4. Thus
w(d)|T1| 2/|V| £ 4.42.(1/1G). |U| ~2
< t/32
< 1 .
Suppose that 0 = 4 and ,j =2. Here, P roust act 
trivially on S/p , so P = P*. Thus
v.-(d) p| 2/|V|  ^12.(1/18). IIJl" 1
< 1.
Suppose that s=4, and 3 $ 1. Here |P/P*|i3» anrt 
v’(d)4 4, so
w(<o|p|2/ivi 4 4 .9 . (1/16 ) . m r 1
4 4.9/18.3
< 1.
Suppose that s = 3. Here, |P/P*| £2, and ti * 1, so that 
w(d) 4 4. Thus
w(d')\"\? /\V\ $ 4.4.(1/1i.)
= 1 .
finally, suppose that s = 2. Nov/ P = P*, and ,3 =0. 
further, p*2, so from (£), vre have |P*|I Ul , and 
w(d) |P|2/|V| $ 4.t- jU| 2/1 V|
= 1.
consider several possibilities for s, and start off with
the case s^S.
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Suppose that s > 8 .  Prom (e), (f), and (< r) , 
w(d)|P|2/|V| £ 12.i.s5^.(1/hG).|U|
< (12.27A.1S)(s3'/58)
< ( 8 V 1 S ) ( 8 5 '/ 3 P')
- 2 75;|
< ^
usinc the fact that |TJ| » 5 , and (TTI.d.h).
Suppose that s = 9 or 7« Now j 4 1, so d £ 4, and thus 
w(d)n. Also, |P/Pi£4. Thus
w ( d ) M 2/|V| £ 4.42.(1/1G). |ur?
4 V 5 2
< 1 .
Suppose that s = 4 and ,] =2. Here, t must act 
trivially on S/T, so P = P*. Thus
v.-(d) |T'| ?/|V| 4 12.CV1S). |U| " 1
< 1.
Suppose that s = 4, and J $ h. Here |T^/'°*| ^  3» and 
v(d)i 4, so
w(d)|P|2/|V| <. 4.9.(V16). ml“1 
£ 4.9/1G.3 
< 1.
Suppose that s = Here, jP/P*| 42, and ti 4 1, so that 
w(d) 4 4. Thus
w(d') l ' i 'V | V |  < 4 ./  .(d/1. '.)
= 1.
Finally, suppose that s=2. Nov/ 1' = P*, and ,j =0. 
Further, p*2, so from (fc), we have |P*K’Mul, and 
w(d)|P|2/|V| 4 4.-?- |U| 2/|V|
= 1.
consider several possibilities for s, and start off with
the case s*S.
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This completes Gtep 2 and therefore the induced 
case. So from now on, v;e assume that if N is any normal 
subgroup of G contained in V, then V„ is homogeneous.
Shen J). ,f'he homogeneous ease.
Tn particular, v/e now know that every abelian normal 
subgroup of G contained in Tf is cyclic, so we have the 
hypotheses for (ITT.2.5). Thus there is a normal subgroup 
l? of G, contained in K, with he following properties.
(i) Pis either extraspecial or the central product of an 
ext^aspecial 2-group vrith a cyclic group of order 4.
(ii) _ p/7,(P) is a chief factor of G.
(iii ) d(K/Cr<7) >, d -2.
Next, we show that Cp(P) = C^CT?). Tf ft is extraspeciai , 
then Z(R) = /(r), and this follows from (IT.'1.?)» Otherwise, 
P is a 2-group, and 7,(P) is cyclic of orde n 4. Thus the 
automorphism group of Z(P) is Zp, and so P centralises Z(t ). 
Thus, by (TT.1.3), the group Cp(lT) centralises P.
V/e now set up some notation that we shall use throughout 
the rest of the proof. Put P^ = Cp(P) = Cp('). By (IT.2.4), 
the number |~| is the square of some prime power, so v/e can 
put s = PI, where s is a prime power. V/e let f be the 
dimension of an irreducible Z(P)-submodule of V, and suppose 
that Vp has h irreducible summands. By (TT.y.dl), the 
dimension of V is sfh. Thus
|V| = qsfh . (h)
Tf V/^VT, is irreducible, then (JT.3.T1) tells us thath
I'lorn^ , p(W,W)| = qf. Now, by (TIT.3.2), applied with P^  
in place of P, we obtain
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T\, 6 GT,(h,qf) . Q)
f fSince q - 1 is divisible by |7,(F)| , we l<now that q -1 is
not a power of p. Thun (ITT.3.7) tells that
|P.| £ iq(5/2)hf and x
hf ) (k)
|pql ' k  i f P  + 2 .  )
Tt is now convenient to consider two cases: d >5 and
d < 5»
d >/3» here, we have d-2 >/ 3, and we may therefore apply 
induction to the TMFP-module TT to conclude that
v(d -2)lp/pd|2 s2 . (1)
From (h), (V:), and (1),
w(d)|pf?/|V| (w(d)/w(d-2)).s2.(Vlo).q(5-s)hf
< (9/1S).s2/qhf(s“^. (m)
Suppose that s^7. Using the fact that q 1 >, 3
f( s i  nce 17.(II) I divides q - 1) , we have
w(d)|P|2/|V| 4 (9/16).s2/38“5 
£ 9.27.4-9/5^
using (TIT.1.1).
Suppose that s = ?. Now |Z(P)| = ?, so qfh >11, and the 
required bound is immediate from (m).
Suppose that s - 4. Now (III.3.4(iv),(v)) implies 
that P = pd and d £ 9. Thus w(d) i  12, and since p^2, we 
have IP^ I ^  lq^ by (k). So
w(d)|Pl2/lV| $ 12.i.q2hf/q^hf 
* 5/52 
<1.
m
Suppose that s = 5. By (III.5.5), we have 5, and
P ■ P1. so
w(d)|P|2/|V| < d2.(d/d6).q3hf/q5hf
= i.
We cannot have s i  2 when d-2>/3, so the case d >/ 5 
is finished.
d < 3. Here, we have d = 3 or d = 4-, We cannot (usefully)
apply induction to R, but since d-2>/d, we do know that
V acts nontrivially on R. ^hus v/e can apply (TIT.3.6)
to the F  KP-module T? to deduce that r
|R/PJ ^ / ^s5 , and
1 2 ( l \ sd if p f 2.
Also, we note that w(d)£4, so from (h), (k), and (n), 
v;(d) |>’|?/|Y| £ «.(-l/1f.).sr\('l/'IC).qhr^ " s-1
£ s W « s-5>. (p)
If s >16, the required bound follows from (p),
using (TIT.1.1).
X*hiSuppose that s = Id, or 7* Here q >8, and the 
required bound is immediate from (n).
Suppose that s = 9« If q ^  > 5, then (p) implies that
? fhv'(d) |f’| /|V| ^ d, so v/e may assume that q & 4. But 3
■Pdivides q -d, so we must in fact have q = 2, h = d, and f = 2. 
Going back to (k), this tells us that T^  = d. Since q = 2, 
we know that p £7, so using (h) and (n), 
w(d ) |p| 2/|V| * 4.^.94A 9 
£ d.
Suppose that s = 8. We can obtain the required bound r rom 
(p) unless h = d, f = d, and q = 5. Now (k) implies that 
Tbj = d; and p±2 since 2 divides s. 'I’hus
dd2
w(d)|P|2/|V| ^ 4.|.8V38
< 1.
Suppose that; s = %  If qfl1 >/<1G, then (p) Gives us 
the required bound, so we can assume that q = /11, h = 1, and 
f = 1. Now (j) implies that |T^ |i2, and so
w(d)|r|2/|v| £ 4.(i/ir,).5f,. v <'<i5 
< 1 .
Suppose that s«4. If d=4, or p ^  ?, then (III.3«4(ii),
(iii)) implies that |P/T\j| ¿3» also p#2, so
w(d)|?l2/|V| i. 4.9.4.q2hV q 4hf 
* 9/32 
= 1.
If d » 3 and p = 9, then w(d) = 3* 3y (III.3»^(i))» we 
have |N/P/|| £?. Thus
v.'Cd) |P| 2/1V| £ 5.25.1/q2fh , 
and this fives us the r-equired bound unless q = 3» f = d, 
and h = 1. ^ut in this case, (0) implies that P^ = 7, 
no we have w(d)|P|2/|V|  ^ 3*25/3^<y'*
Suppose that s = 3» Nov/ (III.3»5) tells us that 
P = , and
w(d)|P|2/|V| $ 4.(1/16).q5fh/q5fh
_ 1— 7* •
Finally, suppose that s = 2. Since K acts nontrivially 
on 1?, and p 4 2, we must have PsP^. Thus
w(d)|P|2/|V| 4 4.1.q?hW hf 
= 1.
This completes the proof of Theorem A.
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For convenience, we restate mheorern
,n'!':r'T?T,’r- p- let p be a prime. "et V. he soluble 
p'-jTpnp end lot v be a p-grpup acting on T’. tet V be a 
nonzero F ^'-module faithful for V , Tet 1 = 1 (T/) and 
d = d(X). Then
(i) codim[V,Pj * 3 0-3) end
(ii) codirn[V,TU >, * -]& .
The proofs of (i) and (ii.) are very similar. We
prove (i) in detail, and then go through the proof of (ii)
1fl-'Omore quickly, "’he inequalities 3'v >s O  and 
&  >ld are easily checked using (TTT.1.1), and
codim[V,FJis obviously an integer, so it suffices to 
prove that codim[V,P] >, J, '0~3) anfj codi m[”:,r] >
1 T-oof of (i ) .
The proof is by induction on dim(7) + |XP|. We may 
clearly assume that 1^4.
Htep 1. y is irreducible.
T.et Q = T'i ^(X), the penultimate term in the lower 
nilpotent series of K. The group Q has the following 
property (as is easily checked us inf: (T.3.?(ii) ) ) ' if 
N is any normal subgroup of X, then 1(X/N) >/ 1-d if 
and only if N 4 Q«
Since V is faithful, Cy(Q) < V, and because QaXP, 
the vector space CV(Q) is a KP-module. Thus we can
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For convenience, we restate mheorern
TilFO^ FK H. Tet p 1)0 a prime. Tet V be "t .voluble 
p1-,Troup and let P be a p-grpup actlnn- on T’. Tet V be 
nonzero F TrT’-modu1e faithful for F. Tet 1 = 1(F) and 
d = d(F), Then
(i ) codim[V,Pj 3 » 11 , and
(ii) codimfV,1’] >, f3^ Cd-4)-| % ^
The proofs of (i) and (ii.) are veT,y similar. We
prove (i) in detail, and then £0 through the proof of
1 (l-Xlmore quickly. mhe inequalities 3 v J >/ ' 1 and 
[*3 (d-4)"| ar,e eas-jTy checked using (TTT.1.1), and 
codim[V,FJis obviously an integer, so it suffices to 
prove that codimCv,‘n] >, 3 '0--3) an  ^oodimf r,r] > 3'^'
1 r o o f  o f  ( i ) .
The proof is by induction on dim(7) + |FP|. We nu 
clearly assume that 1^4.
Step 1. Vis irreducible.
Pet Q = T,^ ^(F), the penultimate term in the lowei 
nilpotent series of K. The group Q has the following 
property (as is easily checked using (T,3«?(ii))): if 
N is any normal subgroup of X, then 1(K/N) >/ 1-1 if 
and only if N 4 Q.
Since V is faithful, C^(Q) < x, and because QaXP, 
the vector space CV(Q) is a XP-module. Thus we can
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in T'P such that n<1 = h and fiain p  = CT.(a. ). Further, 
part (iii) of that ^esult tells us that m is the number
of orbits of v on the vectors of S/T. 
by Mackey's theorem (TT.3.4),
P
- ” * ('Vega.,) • ("an)cFfa )17 m I
( a )
oet U. = (Ua^  )^,  ^ (2 i i i m). Since a^ is centralised
by Cp(a^), it follows that U is isomorphic to Ua. as a 
Cp(a. )-rnodu]o. "hus H. = TJ^ ^p, and so by (TTT./l. d), 
we have
cod i!• f’ ^ > codim[n,r].
Tt now follows from (a) that
codim >/ m.codimQU,P]. (b)
Tet j = 1 nr,), the nilnotent length of the croup
that V induces on S/T. As in the proof of Step 3 of 
Theorem A, the group TrO M induces on U a group of nilpotent 
length at least Therefore, applying ind\iction
to the (v oM)r-nodule II gives
codim[TJ,P] >, y -1) . (c)
Applying (TTT.4-.S) to the KT-module
m » .
S/71 tells us that
(d)
From (b), (o), and (d),
codim[V,Pj ^ 3
as T’equired.
Thus, from now on we can assume that V is not induced 
from a module for a proper subgroup. In particular, 
by the usual argument based on Clifford's theorem and 
(IT.3.S), we know that any abelian normal subgroup of 
KP is cyclic.
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'■fop ?. Q in an cxtraspecj al g-group for some primp q 
(wi_hh q * p) 2H£L Q = Q/0CQ) is a chief factor of T/T such 
th a t 1 (K/Ck (7J)) « 1 - 1 .
Tf H is a proper subgroup of T/T such that H :> P 
and 1(H (VO = 1, we can apply induction to the H-module 
V to conclude that eodim[v,p] >, j'Cl-5)^ as required.
Thus we can assume that no such H exists, and
(III.4.4) now tells us that Q is a special q-group for 
some prime q; that n is a chief factor of TT; and that 
l(V /C ,y (7J)) = ] - 1. Since Z(Q) is abelian and normal in 
’•'P, it is in fact cyclic. Thus Q is either cyclic or 
extraspecial. Put if Q was cyclic, we would have li 2. 
Thus Q is extraspecial, and Step 5 is complete.
Step 4. The final step.
We are nov; in a position to apply Theorem A to the 
PP-module 7$. Now 10'/Cq/ff)) * 1-1, so <J(VCK(7?)) > 1 - 1 >, 3. 
By Theorem A, therefore,
(1TT.4.P), the vector space V/W is irreducible as a 
Q-module. Since is homogeneous, V/W is faithful for 
Q. Tt follows that ker(P on V/W) 4 Cp(Q). Now consider 
V/W as a Q xCr(Q)-module. Since (V/W)0 is irreducible,
(e)
Nov; choose a maximal OP-submodule V/ of V, so that
(V/W)np is irreducible. We show next that’ t
Cp(?J) = ker(P on V/W).
B,y Clifford's theorem, therefore
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( W 0 C (Q) is completely reducible. Since Op(Q) is a 
p-nroun, it must in fact act trivially on V/V, no that 
Sp(^) = ker(P on V/.'/), as required.
By (11.3.11), v/e have dim(V/W)> Thus (e) implies
that
dim(VAO/|B/ker(P on V/W)| >/ may{3^, 2.3^1-5^  
Applying (ITT.¿1.2) to (V/W)p now pji.ves us
codim[v/V/,P]  ^ m.ax{3" , ?.32(1"r'1. CO
Ilote that when 1 = r', v/e cannot have equality here, since 
this would imply that |^ | = h, contradicting the fact that 
!(K/Ck (7T)) = 1-1 = h. Tlsinr this fact, i t .is now easy 
to show that (f) implies that
codim [V/V/,P] > 3 /(i-5)^
'•/hence codim [v,*'] * 3 completing the proof of (i) .
P T‘OOf> o f ( i  j ) .
A.qain, v/e proceed by induction on dim(V) + |Kr'|.
Here, v/e may assume that d >3. Most of the proof is
identical to that of (i), with nilpotent length replaced1 fl-'il 1 ( () _ i|. )by derived lenrth, and 3 v replaced by 3 J in 
the appropriate places, and we only comment on the more 
substantial differences here.
Hlop 1. V is i ''reducible.
Tot Q bo the penultimate term in the derived series 
for K. The proof then poes as before.
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(VA/)Op(Q) is completely reducible. Since Op(q) is a
p-yroup, it must in fact act trivially on VA/, so that 
Op(^) = ker(? on VA/)» as required.
By (IT. J.11), v/e have dim(VA0> a/HTI. 'nhiii3 (e) implies
that
dim(VAO/|PAer(P on V/W)| » maxf3^, 2.3- 
Applying (ITT.4.2) to (VAOp now yives us
codim[VA'/,P] >, max{3Xi 2.3:^'- ^  . (f)
Ilote that when l = r>, we cannot have equality here, since 
this would imply that |^ | =4, contradict!nr the fact that 
1 (K/CjA^J)) = 1 - 1 = 4 .  Ilsiny this fact, it is now easy 
to show that (f) implies that
codim [VA/ A] > 3 ^  ^' i
'•/hence coding,1"'] >3'^_';\  completing the proof of (i).
r r.QQf Qf (i i ).
Ayain, we proceed by induction on dim(V) + | iT| . 
Mere, v;e may assump that d ^3. Kost of the proof is
identical to that; of (i), with nilpotent length replaced
l f l - 7)l _•!(d-4) .by derived lenrth, and 3 replaced by 3 ' in
the appropriate places, and we only comment on the more
substantial differences here.
il hep 1. V is i '-reducible.
Tot q bo the penultimate term in the derived series 
for Tr. The proof then yoes as before.
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Stop 2 . 'the induced c a s e .
This is almost identical to Step ?. of the proof of (i.).
Step 3« There exists a normal subgroup P ££ TrP, contained 
i_n K which is either ertraspecial or the central product 
of an extraspeci.nl 2-pronp and a cyclic r^onp of order 4. 
Further, T? = B/7(P) is a chief factor of KP, and. 
d(K/CK(TT)) >, d
B.y Step 2, normal abelian subgroups of PP are cyclic. 
”hus Step 3 follows frorr (TIT.2.5).
.'".ten ¿1. The final step.
We apply 'theorem A to the KP-module P to deduce that 
n/|P/Cp(TT)|2 > max*3, 4.3d" f - (O
Note that we have Cp(F) = Cp(P). Tf f' is extraspecial, 
this follows from ( T I . 1 . 7 ) »  if not, it follows from (TT.1.3) 
and the fact that P must centralises %(P). Now we can 
deduce exactly as in Step A- of the proof of (i), that
codim[V,P‘] >/ max^^» 2.3L ^ d (h)
whence codim [V,P] *3' , where we are usinc the fact
that we cannot have equality in (h) when d =6.
This completes the proof of (ii) and therefore of 
Theorem '1.
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